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Dodd Rebukes
Reagan Policy

Sigma Nu Frat
Fights College

by Bridget McCormack

By John Shiffman
Production Editor

World Outlook Staff

During Homecoming last year, a certain Trinity student
applied for and received permission from the College to hold
a tailgate party during halftime of the traditional football
game.
The student was a brother of the Sigma Nu fraternity, an
entity whose sheer existence had remained in limbo for the
past year and a half. Sigma Nu signs advertised the gathering as an aid to fraternal alumni.
There were no incidents of violence, public drunkeness,
underage drinking, or unacceptable social behavpir. Yet according to representatives of. Sigma Nu, this student was
placed on "social probation for displaying Sigma Nu signs."
Although Mather Campus Center Director Wayne CiorlickAsmus denies {hat "social probation evui exists in my votaken against an individual affiliated with the unrecognized
fraternity.
In confidential telephone interviews held between unidentified representatives of Sigma Nu and several editors of the
Tripod, the history and present situation was discussed.
On April 26, 1983, the College Administration officially
recognized Sigma Nu's constitution. The same day Wayne
Gorlick-Asmus told Sigma Nu that recognition of the constitution was only one step in the process of reactivating" the
fraternity. He suggested that Sigma Nu wait until October
1983 before it applied for final recognition.
However, before Sigma Nu could take its final formal step
and hold the official reconstituting ceremony, the Board of
Trustees at the College voted May 20, 1983, to require all
new fraternal organizations to be co-ed.
Sigma Nu claims that it received what it calls "institutional
approval" in April of 1983 and were even listed in the College Handbook the following academic year.
"We tried to do everything expected of a fraternity attempting to be recognized. In fact, we did it twice. The first
time we thought we were recognized [April 26] officially.
Then, the College invited us to participate in normal procedures for exemption to the Trustees new co-ed rule."
Sigma Nu feels that it was officially recognized by the
college almost a month before the Trustees came out with
their decree on new. fraternal organizations. In addition,
representatives for Sigma Nu claim that since the organizacontinued on page 5

"A nation has to have self-identity just like people do,"
said Connecticut's own Senator Christopher Dodd at his
lecture at Trinity on February 14. Senator Dodd, known for
his committment to human rights, spoke on Central America
and his opposition to the Reagan Administration's policy
there.
Senator Dodd began his lecture by naming some of the
good things that the United States has done for Central
America. He cited the Panama Canal, the Carter administration's dedication to a policy of human rights in Central AmerTwo sophomores were awarded the Faculty Scholar Prize ica, the Good Neighbor Policy, U.S. aid, trade, and
in recognition of their outstanding work freshman year investment activities there and the many roads, schools,
and their potential as scholars. They are Susan E. Dorman dams, and factories built by the United States in Central
(second from left) of Brooktyn.CT and Susaime C. llupfer America. Through these policies) the U.S. has substantially
of mthejerfifeld.CT.'TMitey''<&& fl»ttk«<l ttyTreidh K
ftfelfietfto improve tfie' quality of life fh Central America.
Hsh on the left
Senator Dodd pointed out that there is a flip side to all
these good tilings. The U.S., said Dodd, especially in the last
four years, has done just as much harm to Central America
as it has done good. He said that the reason for these two
opposing forces stems from a basic, fundamental difference
of opinion concerning Central America.
by Michelle Sensale
According to the junior Senator from Connecticut, PresiFeatures Editor
dent Reagan and many others see Central America in terms
of Communist enemies-sneaking in — "the Evil Empire"
The notion that social and political situations rectifying
taking over. And the only way to remedy that situation is to
themselves exists merely as an excuse for the individual to
give them a good, strong dose of anti-Communism: military
evade responsibility. Those who, either from desire or oblipower. Senator Dodd cited examples of this policy in our
gation, wish to assume their socio-political responsibility
recent invasion of Grenada and the ongoing guerilla war in
should familiarize themselves with the activities of the Pro- Nicaragua. Dodd believes that this isa dangerous and unwise
:
gressive S. tudent Alliance.
approach to a serious problem.
A recent emerging entity on campus, the PSA is the TrinSenator Dodd sees the situation ,in Central America in an
ity College affiliate of the Carver Progressive Student Netentirely different light. He does not ignore the threat of
work. The purpose of which is to unify activists for social
Communism, he is not unpatriotic, he just interprets the
change. In addition to this higher goal, Trinity's PSA has happenings in Central America differently. Five countries
two more concentrated goals: to see how the campus can
make up Central America: Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua,
become more open-minded and to react to the claim of the
El Salvador, and Guatemala. People in all these countires
overwhelming move to the right to the obliteration of any are ill-fed, ill-treated, and unemployed. The income distrisort of organized left.
bution is unfair; human rights are violated. Emphasis, according to Dodd, must be placed on these things.
In practical terms, the PSA under central coordinator John
Bonelli seeks to revitalize some existing organizations, reacSenator Dodd continued his speech by talking/about spetivate dormany ones, and establish new groups aimed at
cific countries. In El Salvador, the smallest, most densely
specific social and political concerns. One newly
populated Central American country, people are angry. They

Fighting Apathy

continued on page 7

continued on page

Friendly's Restaurant Hits the Skids
HH ^ IjHraf
by David Rubinger

Staff Writer
The Friendly's Corporation is
very close to shutting down its unit
at 1300 Broad Street, just across
the street from the Trinity College
campus. Reactions from the various parties involved seem to be
quite mixed.
To those who visit Friendly's for
an occasional ice cream fix, it
should not be any surprise that
their headquarters in, Wilbrabam,
Massachusetts, would consider the
Broad Street Friendly's to meltaway. .
"No decision Iras'been'made'but
the closing of that unit is under;
consideration, regretfully," stated
James Fiola, manager of Public
and Employee Affairs of the
Friendly's Corporation. Yet, the

problems that are leading to the
end of Friendly's were explained
by the assistant manager of the
restaurant, Donovan Lazarus.
"Ron Gagnon [the manager] and
I took over management of this
unit in the fall, and we believe that
this restaurant has been looking
much better ever since," Lazarus
continues, "but still the element
that we attract as customers is not
good for business."
It seems that over the summer
before Lazarus' arrival, the Broad
Street Friendly's was subject to
much vandalism. and used as a
hang-out .for the neighborhood
prostitutes. The restaurant also
has been grossing less money than
is economically feasible for the.
chain.
The reason for this sudden plan
to close the Broad Street Friendly's stems from the corporation's
decision to renovate and modify all

their units into "family-style" restaurants, with waiting service and
a hostess to greet customers at the
door. It is Lazarus' contention that
the money for this renovation
process would be better spent on
other Friendly's restaurants than
to spend the money on a restaurant whose primary summer, customers are "kids who run in for
some ice cream and then go into
the bathrooms and graffiti the
walls."
,'. : '
Contrary to the statement made
by the headquarters, Lazarus said
that the Broad Street Friendly's is<
definitely closing at the end of
March, unless the restaurant receives a sudden surge of business
and clients. Lazarus and his employees are not concerned with the
survival of this unit because the
corporation has guaranteed them
continued on page 6
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar

Note

BLTOM COUMTT

TWO Newsletter

Tuesday
February 26,1985
Soviet Lecture
A lecture titled Ethnicity in the
USSR: Melting Pot or Exploding
Empire? is scheduled for 4pm in
Boyer Auditorium of the Life Sciences Center at Trinity College.
The talk will be given by Ralph
Clem, a professor of international
relations at Florida International
University. There are over 100 different ethnic groups in the Soviet
Union. Clem will talk about the relationship between these smaller
groups and the dominant Russian
group, which now comprises fifty
percent of the Soviet population.
He will discuss how these ethnic
differences influence Soviet Union
society and compare the situation
there with other regions in the
world. The public is invited to attend the lecture sponsored by
Trinity's Sociology and Modern
Languages Departments. There is
no admission charge.

Eating Support Group
Persons interested in an Eating
Disorder Support Group are invited to attend the meeting in the
College Counseling Office at 76
Vernon Street on Tuesday, Febr
ruary 26,1985, at'4:00.PM* If you
would like1 further information,"
Contact: Dr. Lee in the Counseling Office, 527-3151 Ext.449.

Gender, Culture,
Education Continues
The .Gender, Culture, and Education series .continues with a discussion of Excellence and Equity:
Issues, Commitments, and Applications led by Pat Johnson, Director of Training, Sex Desegregation
Center and John Giordano, Director- of Training, Race Desegregation Center. The lecture will be
held on February 26 at 4:30 pm in
the New Lounge, MCC. The lecture is co-spansored by the Woman's- Center' and Educational
Studies and is_free and open to all.

Wed 27th
Howard University
Professor Speaks
Dr. Mary Berry,- Commissioner,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Professor of History and Law and
• Senior Fellow, Institute for the
Study of Educational Policy, Howa r d University will present And
Justice Par All? on February 27
kt 8:00 pm in Boyer Auditorium,'
Life Sciences Center. The lecture
is cO'Sponsored by the Women's
Center and the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks and is free and open to all.

Democratic Club
Organizes
An organizational meeting for the
, Democratic Club will be held on
February 27 at 9:30pm in Alumni
• Lounge.
' .

Saga on Junkfood
FAS program sponsored by the SC
RC/As. Steve Pearse, Saga Food
Service Manager will discuss What
is JUNKFOOD? A nutritional look
at some of the most popular junkfood muwhies and beverages that
aren't really junk foods. Free Samples provided. 3:30pm. Mather
Dining Hall.

Thu28th
Saga on Goodfood
FAS program' sponsored by the
VSt/AlPl RC/As. Bob Schondelmeier, Saga Food Service .Director
speaks on Good Nutrition at Saga,
Seeking' out the nutritional information available at Saga. Become
aware of _ the nutritional value of
what you are eating — or what you
could be eating. 8pm. Cave. February 28

Weekly IFC
The next IFC (InterFraternity
Council) meeting will be hold at
9pm on Thursday night in New
Lounge. The public is invited to
attend.

Artists For Change
Artists For Change at Trinity, associated with Artists Call, a group
based in New York, Boston and
Hartford," will present .an hibi
tion7perfo¥tfiMW*^liiiWiS%^
ness Week. The exhibition will be
all week in the Gallery, Mather
.third floor. This will feature paint- .
ing, photography, and' poetry
pieces by Trinity students and oth-.
' ers that discuss social and political
Issues and centering- on Central
America. The performance will beon March 9 at 2pm in New Lounge;
' The performance will feature interpretive dance and a slide1 sliow/
discussion about Nicaragua given
by Judy Branfinan, a Connecticut
artist who has worked in. Nicaragua.
""
•
,,,
.
• Artists for Change will meet on
February 28 at 7pm in Wean
Longe. Please come and share your
ideas for Awareness Week (artwork, writing, etc.) with us.
Contact: 724-9826 or 246-8325 .

Fridai;
March 1,1985
Jazz Nite
All campus program sponsored by
the E/JH RC/As
5:30 to 8pm. Cave. March 1

Personal

American University

Anuf,anuf;
My kingdomfor;
, Anuf,

mrr'6 emr
fiXUOKNW
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Art Club
A group of Trinity students have
combined their energies and enthusiasm to form a new club on
Campus: The Trinity Art Club.
We are students whose aim it is to
promote a greater appreciation
and awareness of the fine arts in
our community. We know that
there is an interest for the arts at
Trinity since our last two bus trips
to New York were sold out and
very successful. We intend to
sponsor a similar trip to Boston on
March 9th and we hope that again
many students will take advantage
of this. Once we have become officially recognized as a Club we hope
to have lectures, studio workshops, visiting artists, and more
art buses. You can keep up to date
with the arts at Trinity by reading
our announcement in the Tripod
and of course by joining us in our
efforts.

New PE Classes
Physical Education Registration
for 4th Quarter will be held the
week of March 4-8, 9am - noon in
Ferris Athletic Center Lobby.

TWO Lunches
This week's topic of discussion at
the Lunch Series will be Women
in the Middle Ages led by Dr.
Sheila M. Fisher, Assistant Professor of English. All meetings are
held in the Women's Center (3rd
Floor MCC) at 12:30 pm. The
Lunch Series is open to all. Please
bring your lunch, and a friend, and
join us.

Changes in Computer Center Policy
*/u« to heavy use of the VAX and the resulting slowdown in system'
performance, we are forced to announce the following changes in our
operating policy:
In order to allow programmers adequate time to complete class
assignment accounts, word processing accounts will be prevented from
Jogging.on between..5pm and 1,1pm Sunday, Idcmday, and Tuesday.
realise-, ouroverHslrxir
the facilities has forced us to ensure that programmers have an adequate chance at using the system.
We recommend that all users who wish to do word-processing learn ,t
.to use RAINBOW computers provided in Hallden. It is to your advan-"
tage to use the RAINBOW for the following reasons:'
1) Response time on the VAX, when it is busy, can be frustratingly
slow. RAINBOWS serve one user'at a time, and thus run at constant
speed,
•
'
2) There are no time limitations on the use of RAINBOWS, while
connect time on the VAX is limited for word processors. RAINBOWS
are available for as long as you need them.
3) It is very possible that the limitations on word processing on the
VAX will become increasingly restrictive. Thus,it is to the user's advantage to learn how to use the RAINBOW now, while, you have a
chance, rather than later when you have no choice.
4) Workshops are available to learn word-processing on the RAIN• BOWS. See a. consultant to sign up for a session or1 get personal
instruction.,
Please note that.FJnalWord is the official RAINBOW word-process1
ing,package for RAINBOWS at Hallden. You may use others, but they
will not be supported by the staff here.

Cinestudio

Artists Call
If you are interested.in submitting
poetry, artwork, or photographs
for an Awareness Week exhibit or
are interested in participating in
the March 9 performance:
Contact: Marianne, 246-8325 or
Allison, 724-9826

HfiPPY
HOUR
HAMLIN HALL

To my mystery friend:
You left a present for me (a nice
blue bib) outside my house before
Christmas break. Please tell me
who you are, cuz my parents feel
very guilty about not thanking you.
Love,
T'ai

by Berk© Breathed

Descriptive brochures and application forms for the American
University Washington Semester
Programs are available in the Registrar's Office. The deadline for
completed applications for Fall
1985 is March 22.

Mabelle-

Aware Republicans
. The Trinity College Republican
Club, dedicated to Republican ideals adn President Ronald Reagan
will hold a .meeting at'7:30pm. iri
the NeW Lounge. Discussion wilt
concern Awareness Week and the
upcoming Connecticut College Republican convention. .All are e n couraged to'attend. ; - -: * . "'.,

The Trinity Women's Center will
be publishing a monthly newsletter beginning in March that will he
mailed out to students, faculty, and
administration on campus as well
as to various off-campus individuals and organizations. We are inviting you to submit any
information regarding activities
your organization will be sponsoring, or other articles that you think
will be of interest to our readership. The Center reserves the right
to edit or omit any information
that is submitted, as our available
space is limited. Send your information by Monday, March 4, to:
The Women's Center Newsletter,
Box 1385.

FRIDfiY
4-8 p.m.

Tonight
D.O.A. (NR) 7:30
(1979) What happened during the Sex Pistols' first last and only tour of
the United States — the raw vitality of the quintessential punk-rock group
featuring Johnny Rotten and Sid Vicious. 99 min.
Dance Craze (NR) 9:25
(Britain, 1981) Exciting, danceable, non-stop music, trip through England's rediscovery of "Ska", the forerunner of Reggae. The new music
mixes ska, reggae, rhythm and blues, jazz, bop, punk and more. It returns
to Cinestudio by popular demand, so you can hear it in Dolby Stereo on
hte best theater sound system in Connecticut. 81 min.

Wednesday through Saturday
Pink Floyd — The Wall (It) 7:30
(1982) Eye-filling, ear-filling images and sounds on this innovative blend
of exotic visuals, music and animation about a rock musician's journey of
self-discovery. Your chance to see and hear it again as it was meant to be.
90 min. . '
2010 (PG) 9:15
(1984) A continuation of the events depicted in the classic 200/, A Space
Odyssey. Nine years later, a joint American-Russian space team sets out
to investigate the spaceship Discovery, once guided by the treacherous
super-computer HAL 9000, and now stranded in decaying orbit around
Jupiter. A spectacularly entertaining adventure using all the capabilities
of 70 mm. 114 min.
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WARENESSWEEK
Events March 3 through 11,1985
The Plan
Introduction
A group of fifteen students has
been meeting each Friday to establish the Awareness Week
schedule. Representatives from a
wide range of campus organizations met and shared ideas about
how student apathy at Trinity
could be combatted. Each representative left the weekly meetings
and made contacts in Hartford or
elsewhere with people who could
challenge students to question
their traditional prejudices and
views, so that they might become
more educated people.

Mon 4th

March 3

Freedom Films

11,1985

All Week
Activity
Student Art Exhibit
,
Sponsored by the TCAG Cultural
Committee and the Art Club.
Works will include photos, drawings, literary magazines, etc. The
exhibit is intended to make the
Trinity community more aware of
artwork done by Trinity students.
Library

A Wider View
At the core of the Awareness
Week activities is a commitment
to leveling the barriers of ignorance that have kept people divided and uncritically .aligned to
certain ideologies, left or right.
Quite often, one's open and honest
pursuit of the truth is clouded by
lack of exposure to diverse groups
of people and views. Such limits to
the understanding of the wide
range of possible ways of being human should not exist in a liberal
arts environment.

Sun 3rd
Vespers
•1:30pm Normaii Pittenger, Kings .
College, Cambridge University.
Main Chapel

Surprise

What's to Come

1

. The SGA Awareness Week committee has worked hard to bring
numerous lectures, films, discusto campus (
week. Issues include Racism, Homophobia,
Sexism, World Hunger, etc. The
list of events is varied enough so
that students can choose areas in
which they might lack some deeper
understanding and be encouraged
to participate in an event addressing their interests.

Our Goal

Films, lectures,
programs, workshops,
parties and discussion
groups

%?n A.S.J.A. surprise activity location to be announced.

Day Long Fast
Past for Oxfam

1 -6pm Frevdnm at the Movies Five
hours of some of the better films
promoting free societies. Films
shown include "The Incredible
Bread Machine", "Land" (from the
American Enterprise series on
American history), "Man's Material Welfare", "The Poverty
Trap", "Education" (from Milton
Friedman's "Free to Choose" series), and "One Good Turn".
Popcorn and soda provided
McCook Auditorium

Issue: Abortion
7pm The Abortion Issue with Some
Reflections on the Recent Bombings
of Abortion Clinics. A lecture by
Laura Minor and Deborah
Brasher, Summit Women's Center
Seabury 16

Being Gay
7:30pm Being Gay and Dealing
with Homophobia and Beterosexi#rk Father Richard, a Gay Catholic priest will_ speak ,on his
personal experiences of fighting
for Lesimin and Gay rights, and"
address any questions concerning
the issue of homosexuality.
Psi If, 81 Vernon Street

Southern Struggle
1

Fr&

•thfe tXSiOutpjf South Africa
work of the All People's Congress.
The lecture is sponsored by TCB
and the All People's Congress of
Hartford,

Crisis in Africa
8pm Kevin Murray, an Oxfam rep•' re.sentatiye, will speak.
• , •
•Faculty Club
.
%

Saga lunch and dinner will feature
an awareness, of nutritional foods
and beverages.

Minority Joh
Workshop;

son •

ARTWORK
NEEDED
FOR AWARENESS
WEEK, ART SHOW
SUBMIT TO:
DOUG BURBANK
BOX 998 or 249-3109
POEMS-DRAWINGSPHOTOS-ETC.

1

Thi'nc J'iltiiK will he ntiou.ii Monday
.uml'TuKHtlny at the name time.

'

4 -5;30pm Homophobia workshop
facilitated by Diane Goldsmith,
CWEALF.
New Lounge, MCC

Prof Zannoni Speaks
7pm A Chilly Climate for Women?
Please pick up reports in box ooutside Professor Diane Zannoni's office, Williams Memorial 316

Date Rape
7 -8:30pm Date Rape: Does It Happen At Trinity? Paula Chu-Riehardson will speak on this topic.
Acquaintance rape, or date rape,
has recently emerged as a widespread phenomenon on college
campuses. Is this a new trend? Or
have women only recently found
the courage to report it? If female
students at'Trinity were asked' if
they had ever been raped, numbers answering "yes" would probably be low. What would happen if
they were, asked if they have ever
had sexual intercourse against'
their will? Does it happen at Trinity? Psi U, 81 Vernon Street

Look at Vietnam
7 -9pm TJm Truth ofVietnmm; Lessons' for' the, Gmtempar'spry AntiWar Movement.' Brian Becker, national coordinator of the People's
Anti-War Mobilization. His lecture
is sponsored by the All Peoples

International Scene

Saga Food

4ptn Beatryee-Nivens, a-renowned
Awareness Week can help bring
author and columnist wilMead a
the Trinity community closer toGet Together
workshop on the most important
gether in mutual understanding
8;30pm Awareness Week Kiekoff
issue facing minorities toflay: (jetand concern. Diversity requires acRefreshments provided •
ting a Job and Getting Ahead,, The
ceptance. We, as your fellow
Dean Winer will provide the
- workshop is sponsored by the TrinBlack, Hispanic, White, RepubliWeek's opening lecture ity Coalition of Blacks Women's
can, Democrat, Lesbian, Gay, JewCave
Organization. ,
ish, Catholic, etc., students request
New'Lounge, MCC1
the presence of the College comFilms: Cinestudio
muntiy at Awareness Week activities. Bring a friend to the ' 7:30pm In the Name, of the PeoSocial Policy Seminar
ple (1985) Director: Frank Chrisactivities and make friends at the
topher. Narated by Martin Sheen.
4pnv Undergraduate Seminar
week's activities which help cele• given by Charles Murray, author
brate the beauty of differences. It ' This moving portrait of El Salvador's revolution as seen through
of' toning Grmnd: American Sois our hope that as students, facthe eyes of combatants and their
cial Policy, 1950-1980 (Basic Books,
ulty, administrators and staff, we
supporters was filmed at great risk
1984). Please see Professor Guncan open ourselves more fully to a
by four American journalists be-.
derson, Seabury S4D, to reserve a.
critical self-analysis individually
hind guerrilla lines. By focussing
place in the1 seminar as, it1 is likely
and communally, so that we can
on individuals, young and old, the
to be oversubscribed.
move even closer to becoming tolerant and accepting human beings . .film documents political struggle,
in .a very personal, moving way,
and reflect such tolerance in our
Health Awareness
N6minate"d for this year's upcomactions.
4:30 -5:30pm Aerobics, class With
ing Academy Awards, A HARTFORD PREMIERE. 75mirf,
, • Joanna Colbert and .Karen Erland9pm Improper Conduct (Prance,
1984) Written and "directed by •
Nestor Almeridros and Orlando Jirrienez-Leal. .This highly controvor- '
sial film by two Cuban-bonn
filmmakers is an examination of
how the Castro government treats
homosexuals and, by extension,
many artists, intellectuals, and
other embarrassing and/or "antisocail" elements. In interviews
with both Communists and' dissidents the film exposes a darker
side of the revolution hitherto unnoted: sexual paranoia and hrutat
police action. A HARTFORD
PREMIERE. 110 min.

Wed 6th

Homophobia

• ,

Washington Room

Issue: Racism
7:30pm Racism Workshop with Joe
Tolliver, Assistant Dean of Studnets.'
.* •
Cave
••

Getting a Job

8pm- Beatryce Nivehs will lecture
on the most important issue facing
minorities today: Getting a Job —
And Gett'ing Ahead.
Faculty Club

Losing Ground
8pm (Jharles Murray will,lecture
on "Losing Ground," Murray's
lecture is about changing American social policies.
Goodwin Theatre, A AC

7 -lOpih USA-USSR: What are the
facts? Following}hefilm, there-will
be a panel discussion of'th,re,e'faculty memebers! Professors KiffcPatrick, Lee, and Miller Brown,'-'

Thur 7 th
Radio Play

Fri 8th
International
Women's Day

4- 7pm International Women's Day
Party —• Salute to Mother, sponsored by the Women's Center.
Wean Lounge, MCC'

Hillef Dinner
<5 -8pm Dinner and an Inter-Faith
service sponsored by Hillel, Those
interested in participating in the
dinner should contact Andrea
Cohen-Kiener, ext. 464,
Washington Room

Substance Abuse
7t30pm The Trinity Alcohol
Awareness Project and the Interfraternity Council will co-sponsor
a lecture on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse, Richard Ryan from Creative Drug Rehabilitation will speak.
McCook Auditorium

Film Show
8 -lOpnt "Guess Who's Goming to
Dinner: An Exploration of Inter• faith Relations" ' • •;
• •
The program will be facilitated by
one Jewish and one Episcopalian
human relations expertWashington Room
' -

3 -ip'm.Artists for Social Change
Artists," poets, and dance/theitre'
people will collaborate in a performaTicefexhihition. Judy Brarifman from Artists-'CalUn Hartford i
will p r e s e n t s slide show presen: :
tation dealingwith the Niearagifan
culture. Marianne Allessio and Mi-ehael Jacobson will do an interpretive dance piece on Trinity. AHyso'a
Geller wjBread Carolyne Forche's !
poetry about El Savador
New Lounge, MCC
\ ' '' "

Star Search

12 -3pm WRTC broadcast of "War
of the Worlds". ,
.
. - '.

VDT Hazard
12:30 -liSOpm Jane Fleishman,
Connecticut State -Workmen's
Compensation .Board, wjll speak on
Video Display Terminals;'A Hazard to Your.Health? \
,'
Women's Center Lunch Series'
Bring a lunch!'
' -. ,
. Women's Center
,,'. '•• • ' "

Student Activism

9pm -2am IFCJCcmmtmity Putreach Program Dance "and Lip ]
Synch Contest Proceeds will go to •
the Community Outreach program
' Washington' Room' " • '"",.'•>•"••!

Call to Aid
12- ,6pm Awareness Leads tqAotivim See Sunday's Listing •

4. -6pm Ed -Miewwinski: of Conn-. War Games
PIRG will speak
6:30- 9:30pm Shall We Play A"
McCook Auditorium
. •
Game? Those wishing: to partici-pate" should contact Bridget Mc-V
Cormaek " or Andrew RougjerEnvironment
7pm The Environment, involve' Chapman'. •
'
. •"
ment and Imagi? Charles Gabpr- Washington Room '
, nick will speak and, will also have
a slide presentation.
. :
McCook Auditorium
' "• .

\

'

,

•

Issue: Racism
7:30- 9:30pm Racisrnfrom a White
Perspective. Laura Cohen will give
a workshop on racism aimed at
whites.
Alumni Lounge, MCC

TAAPGame

Spm Trinity Squares Faculty
members and administrators will
participate in a fun game show
which will incorporate alcohol education and Trinity trivia. A
' Breathalyser will be set up.
Pub, MCC '
• ,

Mon 11th

Mass Appeal
10am -1:30pm Awareness Leads to
Activism Area agency and organization representatives-will be on.
campus to encourage student in-'
volvement for particular causes.
MCC

' ; . • • . ,

U.S. - El Salvador
7;30pm Robert E. White, O.S.
Ambassador to El Salvador, will
speak on HI Salvador: Insues find
Conflicts far U.S. Diplomacy.
Goodwin Theatre, AAC ' *,
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On the Long Walk

How Should Trinity Spend Its Money?
by Laura Danford

Staff Writer
In what areas do you think Trinity
could spend more money?
Susan Till

could be put toward new cameras
and more student escorts. Last
year this project was on a trial basis. We have proved that cameras
are a deterrent to crime, especially
in the Summit Street area. If we
could get more cameras in the
North Campus/High Rise areas
and more students involved, the
system could be more effective.
With the administration's support,
we can achieve this.

High Rise 204.
AD needs a new floor, too.
I wish they would renovate
Mather

Maybe in the housing department.
Some of the older buildings are run
down, especially the plumbing. A
little more entertainment could be
added. All in all, I think they spend
a lot of money a s it is around here.

Monique Baynes '85

Roland Chinatti IDP
Joe Lunghammer '85

Carol Terry '85

H %
Since TCAC is out of money, Trinity could probably spend more m
on student activities. Community
Outreach and those types of programs could use some more money.
The College is taking away funds
from ConnPIRG and it should use
this money to benefit all the students' interests.
Peter Mathieu '85
A new swimming pool.
John Picone '85

The computing center — it
would be nice to legally write resumes there. The College could
also build upon the IDP program.
The commuters and IDP students
could use some overnight housing
— there isn't any available now.

In the Community Outreach program or in the community at large.
Mike Duffy '85

Some of the buildings could use
some money. Life Sciences is
heated too much and there are no
windows in some of the class
rooms. The bookstore should get
some money. I am still waiting for
some books and even then the
prices are very high.

Photographs by Kelly
Darkroom work by
Catherine Nemser and
Pamela Pacelli

Lecture"

I think that Trinity could spend
more money on more scholarships
to attract better qualified students.

Security, undoubtedly. I am the
student superviser for security escorts and I think that more money

Dr. Mary Ondrechen, Professor
of Chemistry at Northeastern University, will speak at Trinity on
Thursday, The lecture will be held
in Clement Chemistry Building
roorn 105 at 4:15.
Dr. "Ondreeherf'rt'alkis ehttWfeS
"New Directions in Tlu'miodj
.namics." In particular, sha will discuss new insights into the Second
Law of Thermodynamics.
Dr. Ondrechen's lecture is one in
series of Chemistry lectures held
by the Trinity Chemistry Department and organized by Dr. Robert
Smellie, Scovill Professor of
Chemistry. These lectures are held
approximately once a month.

RINTERVIEW
Wayne Meisel, founder of Community Outreach Opportunity League
(COOL), returned to Trinity last
week after traveling to various colleges throughout the Northeast.
Wayne will return to Trinity
sometime next week after he goes to
a conference in- Colorado. News
Editor Ellen Garrity interviewed
Wayne last week.
What have you been doing since
you left Trinity in October?
I spent three weeks in New York
City. I worked with Columbia, the
Mayor's Office, and a program
called the National Service Corps
of New York City - that helps to
get hifjhschool students involved in
community outreach programs.
After New York, I went home to
Minnesota and worked in Minneapolis/St. Paul. There I worked
with a Volunteer Action Center
(VAC), I sponsored a town forum
and a statewide conference. I also
worked at Carleton College and
Macalester College. I then went to
Dartmouth for two weeks. I
worked with the Tucker Poundtion
— Dartmouth's version of Community Outreach. I then went to a
conference/planning meeting at
Harvard on February 2.1 was just
at Princeton for ten days.
What are you doing in the future?
By the end of the year, I plan to
visit Wesleyan, University of Vermont, and University of Pennsylvania. I'm going to the University
of Colorado, Boulder next week

[today] to speak at a conference of
the American Association of University Students — AAUS. There
will be student government-types
from 100 of the larger universities
in the country — places like Michigan and UCLA. I, want to work
with these student governmenttypes to get student governments
interested in supporting community outreach because they have so
much clout. Some of these student
governments have budgets of $2
or 3 million. I'm trying to make
my problem — community outreach and student involvement —
their problem. This is a way to get
them involved and concerned.
What do you like about working
with all these big national organizations?
What's exciting about working
with different national organizations is that you challenge stereotypes; you get people optimistic
and hopeful; they feel they can
make a difference; it creates a momentum. One of the challenges is
to create a current towards community action. All these people are
working together — you can feel
that you are a part of the efforts
of 125,000 students — this is what
students are all about — not just
drinking and getting into trouble.
Community outreach transcends
politics. It's an exciting concept.
It's fundamentally American.
Community outreach doesn't belong to a political party; John F.
Kennedy and Ronald Reagan with

Wayne Meisel
his private sector initiative both
advocated public service. When
you're involved in community outreach, you become more aware of
what's going on — poverty, illiteracy, etc. You become more sensitive and more aware — you might
even be able to come up with a
solution to the problems. Community outreach is apolitical. You get
all these people working together,
side by side, not just Democrats or
Republicans. Through it, people of
different backgrounds have something in common. It builds community not just in the city but also
within the walls of the school,.
What about the person you're
working with now?
Kathy Morris is working with me
now, In the past, COOL" was just
me running around, getting all this

clude a handbook or howto guide
stuff orchestrated. It was hard to
on publicity, recruiting, fundraisdo it solo; I needed someone else.
ing, etc. We hope to develop a posKathy quit her job in Minnesota,
ter to put up in studnet unions —
packed her bags, said good bye to
it would tell students all about
her boyfriend, and came with me
community outreach activites to do '
to work on community outreach. If
during the summer, during a year
I got hit by a truck tomorrow,
off from school, or after graduathere would be someone to carry
tion. At the conference, all the
on.
people there were enthusiastic and
How have the other schools
committed; the people there were
you've visited and set up compeople who had nothing in community outreach programs common except that they were inpared to Trinity?
volved in community outreach.
New York City was not manageaThey represented seven or eight
ble. New Yorkers tend to be susthousand student volunteers. We
picious and kept asking me why I
worked on plans for an April 12
was there. It took awhile for. the
students and adminsitration at Co- > conference at Harvard on "Students in Communtiy Action: Buildlumbia to figure out why I was
ing and Movement." Thirty
there, what I was doing. I'm
schools, including Trinity, will be
amazed and really psyched about
there. We'll discuss programming,
what's happened at Trinity. We've
publicity, fundraisng, and successgot a long way to go but it's a
ful projects and programs that
beginning. If you look at what's
have worked at other schools.
happened here, it's really great.
How are you managing finanFrank Hartmann is my hero. With
cially?
Frank Hartmann at Trinity, the
college is one of the most exciting
I got a grant from the Hazen
and creative campuses in terms of
Foundation. In five months we'll
opportunity potential. It's rare to
go broke. We'll have to appeal to
find someone of his position who
foundations and be clever in our
has such a commitment ot young
fundraising. We're creating a busipeople.
ness and the proceeds will go to
community outreach.1 'Then we
Can you tell me more about the
won't have to beg so much. We'll
conference at Harvard? For what
also be more attractive to funders.
was it planning?
I've been lucky — I've applied for
Twelve colleges were there — in.two grants and gotten them both,
cluding Trinity. We tried to estabbut in this business, you have to
lish a network of different schools
apply for a hundred grants just to
and develop a resource program.
get ten.
The resource program would in-
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Sigma Nu: Trinity's Underground Fraternity
continued from page 1

A Complicated History

isn't a new fraternity at Trinity
but merely a reconstituted one, it
shouldn't have to be held to the
Trustees regulations for new fraternities. (The Sigma Nu chapter
at the College went "dormant" in
1972, according to representitives
of the local chapter, because of decling enrollment and lack of campus-wide fraternal enthusiasm.)
Gorlick-Asmus disagrees, saying, the allegation that Sigma Nu
existed at Trinity between 1972
and 1982 is "simply not true."
In addition, some of the members of Sigma Nu claim to have
been threatened by the Administration with censorship, suspension, or other disciplinary actions
"if they push the Administration.
The Administration defines 'pushing' as wearing Sigma Nu shirts.
That is what the Dean of Students
and the Vice-President have told
our leaders."
Gorlick-Asmus confirmed that
Dean Winer has told Sigma Nu
"not to push the College." He
added, however, that the College
had been extremely lenient in its
dealings with the organization.
'.'Don't you think something
would have happened by now?
These folks are still walking
around campus aren't they?. They
keep crying about being harrassed
but nothing has really happened."
President English could have exempted Sigma Nu from the co-ed
requirement but he felt that "it
would not work an undue hardship
on Sigma Nil if it were now required to go co-ed."
Sigma Nu is upset because it felt
that the President's statement was
a "non-answer and simply didn't
address the issue of whether or not
we followed therules set down by
the College."
One of the major points of conflict surrounds the legal and tech,d,efinitipns of "recognition."
na Nii'stafes that the College
has recognized it and letters supporting this remain on file at the
College Library.
Gorlick-Asmus denied that the
College recognizes an organization
called Sigma Nu at Trinity. "I keep
a file on all organizations at the
College and let's just say that there
is no file on Sigma Nu in my office."
In his Convocation Speech to the
College at the beginning of the
1983-84 academic year, President
English stated he would "have difficulty granting an exemption to
the fraternity that was started
while our discussions were taking
place last term with the knowledge
that it might have to go co-ed or
go out."
"President English is making a
clear reference to Sigma Nu yet
later the College will deny Sigma
Nu exists at all," said one of the
representatives.
In a meeting held last April between representatives of the College and representatives of Sigma
Nu the Administration demanded
evidence that the College invited
the fraternity to participate in the
normal fraternal procedures during the fall of 1983 as Sigma Nu
had charged.
The Administration was then
confronted with letters from Gorlick-Asmus and other administrators instructing the fraternity on
alcohol policy, co-educational exemption policy and changes in undergraduate rules pertaining to
fraternities.
Gorlick-Asmus explained that
these letters were written to
Sigma Nu's leaders with the understanding that the organization
was preparing to submit a new
constitution — one that would include room for female membership,
"That's not what happenned, we
were recognized back in April of
'83 and the Trustee regulation
didn't go into effect until January
15, 1984," said a Sigma Nu represenatitive."There was never any
talk of Sigma Nu going co-ed in
the fall of 1983."
Still, Gorlick-Asmus stated that

tend full rights of membership to
both sexes."
A May 31, 1983, letter to Silver
from Gorlick-Asmus stated that "I
shall not hesitate to recommend to
The history of Sigma Nu at Trin- the President of the College that
he exercise the discretion given
ity is a both a long and complicated
one. Sigma Nu was established at him by the Trustees and, following
Trinity College in 1918 and be- their general direction, deny such
came inactive at the undergradu- an exception to your local organization" if Sigma Nu voted to re-'
ate level in 1972.
main a single-sex organiztion.
Twenty Trinity students reactiAn August 31, 1983, letter from
vated the Sigma Nu chapter at
President English to Silver pointed
Trinity in the fall of 1982.
out that "I would feel obligated to
An April 5, 1983, letter to Barry
Silver from M.E. Littlefield, Ex- deny an exemption" to Sigma Nu.
An August 31, 1983, letter to
ecutive Director of Sigma Nu's naEdward Wood Dunham, a Sigma
tional fraternity, cited Sigma Nu's
Nu alumnus from New Haven,
"return to Trinity."
from Sigma Nu Executive DirecThe Sigma Nu constitution was
tor Littlefield written in response
approved by Dean of Students
to Dunham's letter informing LitDavid Winer, Mather Campus
tlefield about the "controversy"
Center Director Wayne Gorlickcaused by Sigma Nu at Trinity:
Asmus, and the SGA on April 26,
"To restrict and regulate college
1983. With the approval of Sigma
fraternities seems to me to be a
Nu's constitution, the fraternity
little strange. Your kind letter was
was recognized by the College.
Sigma Nu was listed in the 1988- reassuring that perhaps Trinity
students are, after all, free to make
8h Trinity College Handbook with
their own determination on matthe other fraternities and a listing
ters outside the classroom. At least
also appeared in the 1983-84 Dithat is consistent with the removal
rectory.
of the in loco parentis thesis with
In an April 26, 1983, letter from
which College officials found
Gorlick-Asmus to Silver, Gorlickthemselves preoccupied up until .
Asmus realized that "your intention is to reactivate Sigma Nu, but 1970. I hope we don't get into a
reversal of that archaic practice by
you need to take it one step at a
being
forced to accept administratime."
tive or faculty edicts that ostensiA May 2, 1983, letter from Gorbly permit student freedom outside
lick-Asmus to Silver suggests that
the classroom, but only on the
"Sigma Nu wait until October 1983
terms of those within the college
to approach the college regarding
environment who are non-stuthe reactivation."
(Emphasis
dents."
added.)
M. Donald Cardwell, a lawyer
A May 18, 1983, letter to Gorand Sigma Nu alumnus, was relick-Asmus from Sigma Nu Exectained to represent the members
utive Director Littlefield addresses
of Sigma Nu at Trinity in April,
the confusion about Sigma Nu at
1984.Card well was retained by
Trinity: "Sigma Nu has not been
Sigma Nu "to assist them in their
making overtures to the College,
but rather it was responding- to ov- ongoing collective efforts to gain
recognition by Trinity College as a
ertures from the College.1' Littlesingle sex fraternity," according to
field's letter continued that he
an April 11, 1984, letter to Presi"received a letter of inquiry plus
dent English from Cardwell. A .
several phone calls from student
Sigma Nu spokesperson said that
Barry Silver...expressing interest
Cardwell was retained because
on the part of nearly two dozen
Sigma Nu felt that they were being
students who wanted to reactivate
"threatened by the College adminour dormant chapter." He later
istration."
added that "Sigma Nu is-already
at Trinity in the alumni ranks, and
A meeting between Cardwell,
was at Trinity for many, many
several Sigma Nu brothers and
years as an undergraduate enterGorlick-Asmus, Winer, Marilyn
prise."
Denny,
and Vice President Thomas
On May 20, 1983, the Report of
Smith
was
held on April 30, 1984.
the Ad Hoc Trustee Committee on
A May_2, 1984, letter from Smith
Fraternities and Sororities was issummarizing the meeting was sent
sued. The Report recommended
to Frederick Andreoli. The letter
that "organized student activities
stated that "Following traditional
should be open to all students, repractices, a national collegiate
gardless of race, sex, or relifraternity will not be given the
gion...Specific exemptions in this
privilege at Trinity of 'colonizing'
regard must also receive the apor attempting to affiliate with a
proval of the President, to be
local fraternity without the exgranted or withheld at his discrepress permission of the College.1'
tion. The President will be justiThe IFC will meet on Thursday
fied in denying the recognition of
to discuss the issue at its weekly
the College to any newly applying
meeting.
organization which does not exby Ellen Garrity
News Editor

Sigma Nu claims that some of its members have been threatened with
disciplinary measures by the Administration for wearing T-shirts
with the fraternity's Greek symbols.
Sigma Nu's inception date is "irrelevant," - .,, , ,, , „,.>„, w ,
"It doesn't matter when 'they
were approved by the College, the
President has to review each
fraternity seperately," said the
Campus Center Director.
"The Trustees established strict
guidlines concerning the exemption process," said the representatives, "we find it disillusioning
that the President is abusing the
power entrusted to him by the

Trustees in May of 1983."
Sigma JMu jsppjM/Seekingj-the endorsement of the InterFraternity
Council which will meet this
Thursday to discuss the issue.
"We hope that when they look
at our community service record
and see what we've done, they'll
suggest to the Administration that
our case be reviewed. We can't understand why the Administration
sees us as a detrimental influence
on the College."

Study Abroad Through
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Then enter the TRIPOD PHOTO CONTEST and
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opportunity to create a full-page photo essay to
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Olmert Speaks at Trinity
Expert discusses Israeli Conflict
by David Rubinger

Staff Writer

Jk*
Hillary Romanoff leaps to new heights as the Trinity cheerleaders dazzle the crowd at Ferris last Saturday night. Pictured above are Eve, Corinne, Holly, Becky, Yolanda, Liz, and Karen. Phoio by B. Guccione

Americans read the headlines,
see the pictures, and hear the
many conflicting reports, but does
any American actually understand
the events that go on in the Middle
East? Never does the American
hear the views "of Israelis who are
outside the political setting. The
American perspective is then
tainted by the opinions of the few
in charge. Dr. Yosef Olmert offered an important new perspective in his lecture to the Trinity
community in the Boyer Auditorium on February 12.
Dr. Olmert is currently the head
of the Syria and Lebanon Desk at
the Shiloah Institute, Tel Aviv
University. He is also a Trinity
Scholar-in-Residence for 1984-85.
Dr. Olmert is considered to be one
of Israel's most knowledgable
scholars on present relations between the bordering Arab states
and the State of Israel. He is visiting the United States for three
weeks, managing to conduct a re-
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ligion class and to lecture as well.
His speech to a modest-sized
crowd on this rainy night concentrated upon the role Syria and Jordan play in determining a
Palestinian homeland. He emphasized the importance of abiding by
the rules set by the Camp David
Treaty between Egypt and Israel.
He also discussed where the
United States stands in carrying
out diplomacy in the Middle East.
The beginning of Olmert's lecture at first appeared to be a very
structured analysis of happenings
in the Middle East, but as Dr. Olmert's speech went on, it was obvious that this structure was
breaking down, and a more indepth personal viewpoint was
being revealed. This added dimension to the evening superceded just
the facts of the situation.
Dr. Olmert stated that Jordan is
the country that is determining the
whole Palestinian issue. He presented both the Israeli right-wing
and centrist arguments about the
question of a Palestinian state. The
centrists of the Israeli Labor Party
wish to negotiate with Jordan to
give up part of the much-debated
West Bank. The right wing, on the
other hand, is not interested in negotiating with Jordan. They believe that Jordan is the Palestinian
state.
Dr. Olmert said the Israeli political opinion is divided and ultimately unclear, Israeli public
opinion also plays a crucial role in
a country as politically sub-divided
as Israel is. A solution to the tensions between Jordan and Israel,
Olmert says, would be a visit by
Jordan's King Hussein to Israel,
similar to the visit by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat a few
years ago. Sadat's visit reversed
Israeli public opinion and provided
for negotiations that eventually led
to the Camp David accords.
King Hussein, though, is very
unclear in his willingness to take a
stand on the West Bank issue. The
implications of the West Bank
mean much to Israel; whose numbers are growing. The problems
about the West Bank settlements
are increasing tensions between
these Arabs and the Jewish Israelis.
Dr. Olmert concluded his speech
by making the firm statement that
"there will be no Palestinian state
in 1985." The problem for Israel
and its surrounding nations is the
lack of unity within their own political and religious factions that is
keeping the country from gaining
any ground (both literally and politically).

Tonight
A lecture entitled "Ethnicity in
the USSR: Melting Pot or Exploding Empire?" is scheduled for this
afternoon at 4 p.m. in the Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
The talk will be given by Ralph
Clem, a professor of international
relations at Florida International
University. Clem has a doctoral
degree in geography from Columbia University. He is the co-author
of Nationality and Population
Change in Russia and the USSR:
An Evaluation of Census Data,
1897-1970.
There are over 100 different ethnic groups in the Soviet Union.
Clem will talk about the relationship between these smaller groups
and the dominant Russian group,
which now comprises fifty percent
of the Soviet population. He will
discuss how these ethnic differences influence Soviet Union society and compare the situation
there with other regions in the
world.
The public is invited to attend
this lecture sponsored by Trinity's
sociology and modern languages
departments.
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Progressive Student Alliance
continued from page 1
forming organization is the Democrat Club, brainchild of Carol Helstosky, Martha Lay, and David
Rubinger.
Other groups, either new, heretofore inactive, or lacking sufficient support, which the PSA
hopes to see fully active are: Amnesty International, Trinity Gay/
Lesbian Alliance, South African
Apartheid Group, Artists for Social Change, Nuclear Arms Awareness Group, Nicaraguan Study
Groups, Trinity Hunger Project,

Free university, Trinity Women's
Organization, Trinity College
Black Women's Organization, and
La Voz Latina. The PSA as a whole
also wishes to combat homophobia,
protest the bombing of abortion
clinics, and build links with Hartford by promoting community
service. The PSA plans ultimately
to serve as the unifier among these
various individually-headed organizations.
Presently, the PSA is in its
formative states, seeking progressive thinkers who wish to organize. Because the PSA is now
composed primarily of upperclass-

men, the organization does wish to
attract underclassmen who will
perpetuate its ideas in coming
years. It is not mandatory that a
student be knowledgable in or even
remotely familiar with every issue
addressed by these organizations.
The PSA can serve an educative
function as interest in one particular group can lead to involvement
in others. The Progressive Student Alliance meets on Sunday
evenings at 7:30 in the New
Lounge.
On Sunday, March 3, the Progressive Student Alliance will be
meeting at 10:00 p.m. in the New
Lounge.
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Editorial

ETTERS

TRINITY TRIPOD

Why Sigma Nut?
You're either for frats or against them. Even if you
don't like fraternities and sororities, you probably respect
their right to exist because the members want to be a
part of a fraternal organization, and what the'y want to
do is their business. The re-organization of the Trinity
chapter of Sigma Nu was well underway (see complete
history, etc., on page 1) when the administration and
Trustees began sending mixed signals regarding the
validity of Sigma Nu's existence. As you may well know,
Sigma Nu no longer exists and now it's members feel
they were treated unjustly. One can only wonder why
the Administration decided not to allow the reconstitution
of Sigma Nu when it was listed in the Handbook and
the student's directory as an official organization. Was
this a personal attack on Sigma Nu or just an attempt
to do something about the fraternity situation? Perhaps
by attacking the weakest link in the fraternity system,
the administration felt they were curbing the onslaught
of fraternity problems.
Aside from there being no consistency in the treatment
of Sigma Nu's re-organization, there was also a good
deal of nitpicking about the technicalities of the reorganization. If Sigma Nu was almost an officially organized fraternity, then why did the Administration decide
not to recognize them? Was it because they refused to
go co-ed? Other fraternities are still single-sex organizations. It seems strange that some fraternities have
been punished lightly for any "bad" actions while fraternities like Sigma Nu, who have done nothing out of
line are not allowed recognition. The Administration
should be more consistent in their actions if they want
to make it seem like they are taking steps against the
fraternities.

Tripod Open to All
This is a note of encouragement. Irregardless of
whether the Tripod is a "bleeding heart" liberal organization or not (the possibility of which has been debated
on and off these editorial pages) it's the official weekly
newspaper of Trinity College. The Tripod then,, is open
to all beliefs and views, not just liberal ones. We will
print anything (within reason) as long as it is signed and
submitted on time. Confidentiality is insured if requested.
Please don't hesitate to submit for any reason.
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Fraternization Would Segregate, Not
Integrate the Trinity Community
To Mr. Sirriani and Mr. Nault:

It was so refreshing to read yet
another letter to the editor by individuals who are acutely aware of
the injustices suffered by minority
groups at Trinity; I am indebted to
you for enlightening my social consciousness, specifically by drawing
a correlation between the plight of
the Trinity Gay Alliance and the
treatment of fraternities. How
keen of you to grasp the likeness
of their cases- the principle at
stake- as I am sure you perceive
the essence of their respective
troubles. What with all that has
been written regarding the homophobia/homosexual situation, let us
not forget the group that is really
worthy of our compassion: the
much-maligned, misunderstood
fraternities. True intellect knows
no bounds...
I want to preface this letter by
expressing my utter contempt for
your "hey, what about us" attitude. I think that the exploitation
of this tender issue for your own
purposes is a disgrace to those who
are truly searching for personal
worth and stature in a society that
is avowedly antagonistic against
alternative lifestyles. This is a
shameful example of opportunism
and a lousy way to introduce your
grievance.
I am absolutely incredulous at
your perception of human nature
and how communication and interaction can best be fostered. I think
.that your insensitivity/ignorance
manifests, itself in your statements
that push for the "fraternization"
of Trinity. If you are sincere in
your assertion, that through this
expanded social alignment the allegations of elitism, racism, and
sexism would cease to be valid criticisms of the system, then maybe
you are simply naive. These prejudices that we have clung to and
fed on for years are ingrained in
our conversations as well as our
characters. To expect little more
than a symbolic act to melt the icy
sentiments, to suggest that the
mere creation of fraternities would
diminish our biases, to applaud the
construction of these houses begs
the question at hand. How many
more walls must we erect between
ourselves? How many more stratifications of society must we endure? Do you really believe that
the most positive, progressive step
we can take is to fragment in to
more divisions? This line of thought

Attention
Seniors:

only reaffirms the climate of separation that pervades society and
the unhealthy environment which
it produces for all its inhabitants.
Let's not try to delude ourselves
into believing that the breakdown
of our community will ultimately
bond us together.
This action only serves to drive
a wedge in to a stimulating, amorphous community. Actually, I think
that this is a latent desire that
comes across in you letter. From
the tone of your message, your desirability for a communal whole appears to be somewhat dubious. The
upshot of your pledge, your insist-^
ence upon providing outlets for the
various tastes at Trinity, does not
speak to the more noble virtues of
accomodation; rather, they inform
this reader of the darker side of
segregation. You speak as if we
would be doing people a favor, akin
to when Indians were placed on
reservations- an example of our
manifest good will. You have provided us with a beautiful example
of a "separate but equal" predicament, congratulating yourself for
your gratuitous display, granting
your seal of approval that legitimizes an alternative lifestyle. I sense
that you would like to see heavens
provided for all minorities, so that
everyone has a place to go, then
no one can make a fuss about the
abridgement of their personal or
collective rights. In fact, those
whose lifestyles are tagential to
the mainstream could then truly

Sincerely,
The Senior Class Committee

Marc Selverstone

Celebrating Differences
By Andrea Cohen-Keiner
Special To the Tripod
Yes, I'll admit it- I was prejudiced against Christians. The fact
that there was a distinction to be
made between, for instance, Catholics and Quakers (or any other
subgroup of Christians) was not
known to me until the tender age
of 17. And I live in a so-called
Christian culture. I can only suspect that Gentile misunderstandings about Jews are more abysmal
still.
Growing up Jewish in America,
I received a typical (for many of
us) religious education. Imagine, if
you can, confronting a group of
adolescent Jewish students in an
afternoon Hebrew school classroom. What do you think would
grab their attention more: 1) A lecture on the sublime nature of the
possibility of humans being in a relationship with the divine source of
All? OR 2) A film on the horrors of
the Nazi Holocaust?

To Members of the Senior Class:
Hopefully you all should have received your invitations to the
Champagne Brunch by now, and
should have RSVPed too. If you
haven't, hurry! This is the first of
several events planned for our final semester at Trinity, and it will
be a great way to spend a Sunday
morning. Try to make it!
We are trying to come up with
events that will please the most
people. There is a possibility of another booze cruise, a weekend retreat and a few other things. We
need more suggestions! Come to
brunch on the third with some
ideas on what you.would like to do,
what kind of band you would like
to hear at the senior dance, and
anything else you think would be,
good for the class to get involved
in. We look forward to seeing you
there.

be outcast and derided- the targets
would be clearer, the enemy more
defined. Whether or not this colonization is a notion that you currently embrace, I will go so far as
to state that the desire to turn our
backs and ignore the "blacksheep"
of the family is most likely an unexpected wish on campus.
In conclusion, I urge you to reread the faculty committee's report on the fraternities. If and
when you do, you will discover in
no uncertain terms why the faculty does not and will not support
fraternities. Frankly, the reportwas quite explicit in its condemnation of Trinity's version of this
institution; I only wish that you
were as lucid when you called for
the faculty's obligatory approval.
Moreover, I know of no other
group to whom the Trustees have
given more support than the fraternities. The energy they devoted
to ensuring a place for the Greek
system was enough to displace the
ineritia created by the faculty's
convincing 2-1 disapproval. You
have the most powerful support
possible in this matter; be thankful
for their infinite wisdom. So, until
the Trustees issue a nine-page
statement on the TGLA, don't let
me hear you plead your case to be
on equal grounds with theirs.
Maybe when you demonstrate a
sincere, mature understanding of
the situation, this heart will bleed
for you, too.

The point that I am trying to
make is: It is often more difficult
to transmit what is enduring and
good about a religious heritage
than it is to pan "Everyone Else."
Is it possible to establish a pride in '
one's religious tradition which is
not at the same time prejudiced?
Clearly the answer to this question
has implications for many of our
'affinity groups' and self-identifications.
As a Jew, I can arrive at and
'I'm okay, your'e okay' theological
position. My Christian friends assure me that the same is possible
for them, although I did have my
doubts. Judaism claims to be The
Way for A People. Christianity, as
I saw it, claims to be The Way,
period.
Be that,as.it may, the border

between positive seu-identification and religious intolerance is
rarely based on theological
grounds. On what, let us. ask, is it
more commonly decided?
Christians and Jews (anyone
else, please join in the fray) what
do you KNOW about the others'
religion? What have you HEARD
about "them" and from whom
have you heard it? What stereotypes do you hold regarding other
groups?
Stereotypes are normal, they are
necessary in our world which is
overly full of information. Stereotypes are often based (to varying
degrees) on facts. However, this
categorical thinking becomes limiting to us and unjust to 'others'
when we can not allow for another's self-identtification to shine
through, Wwhen we react to the
category instead of the individual.
One hears that it's hard to be (fill
in the blank) at Trinity. Is that because we are insecure about our
own identity or because we are living in front of other peoples' predonceptions about us?
Awareness week approaches.
The office of the Chaplain (including all three denominations ministered to thereby) invites you to
explore the nature of your own religious leanings in a series of
events March 8-10. "Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner?" is the title of
a program to be held on Friday the
8th. After dinner and an "interfaith" Friday night (Jewish) service, you are invited to a series of
values-clarification exercises which
will examine the nature of our own
interfaith interactions. Sunday the
10th, in a spirit of celebrating
(rather than fearing) differences,
we will enjoy a Catholic mass in
the morning and Evensong in the
afternoon. Please join us for these
truly educational events.

U n i t e d ¥H&y of the Capital Area
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ETTERS
Classification Destroys Humanness
Dear Editor:

k

Recently, there has been much
written about the topic of homosexuality and tolerance in the Tripod and my name has appeared in
quite a few articles. It is somewhat
flattering to be cited or praised in
a letter to the editor or a newspaper article, but it can also cause
one to be classified or categorized.
I would like to share the fact that
I do exist as a -real person —
breathing, eating, loving, and
sharing — and am not simply a
one-issue individual. My concerns
run the gamut of social and political issues and I, like many, am in
search of defining more clearly my
values and positions as a growing
mature adult.
I am proud that my reporting on
a particular incident of intolerance
toward people's freedom of
expression started the open discussion in the Tripod of the issue
of lesbian and gay rights. This issue is extremely important to me
and many of my gay and non-gay
friends. It involves one taking a
stand to challenge the widespread
stereotypes, and misinformed notions concerning those who prefer
same-sex romantic relationships. I
think this issue cuts across the labels, Left and Right or Democrat
and Republican and must be
understood as one of freedom, civil
rights, and tolerance. People's
rights to freedom of sexual-emotional expression are hindered by
the existence of laws in twentyfive states which label homosexual
sex acts as illegal. Also, many persons live in fear of exposing their
sexual orientation to friends and
idinily because they may be re"jafcfefa 6rnara6sted.,I can continue"
to list the many societal barriers
to complete freedom for lesbian
and gay persons, but to a great
extent I would be appealing to you
on purely rational grounds. While
the fears many possess toward lesbians or gay men are rooted so
much deeper in the psyche where
many views are entangled in emotions and are incapable of being
penetrated by reason.
So, I choose to appeal to you on
an emotional level. I am gay and
am quite proud of the fact that I
have beaten down the many mountainous anti-gay forces impinging
upon me with the help of friends
and family. At first I.was scared
to place the term gay in relation to
myself but I recognize the need for
some people to "come out" so that
others will be free to express their
deepest feelings and concerns. Despite the intolerance many of you
may possess in relation to my la-

beling myself as such, I seek to
allay your fears that I in some way
am harmful or seek special privileges.
Before you dwell on the word
gay, I wish I could stop your
thought processes and desires to
make associations with traditional
stereotypes and views regarding
gays and meet you as an individual
with my own needs, desires, hopes,
fears, and joys that are most assuredly mirrored in your own personal life histories. Yes, I find my
most fulfilling emotional/erotic relationships with men and at this
time in my life choose to act on
such feelings so that I can lead a
happy and complete life. Although
this may be true, I will not limit
myself to such relationships with
men if at some point in my life I
realize different feelings of attraction to women. I cannot know the
future.
What is important to realize in
regards to me as a gay person is
that I am much more complex than
the simplistic "fag," "homo,"
"pervert" stereotype with which
people may easily associate. I do
desire a committed loving- relationship and wish to be allowed all the
freedoms granted a non-gay person. I may desire to work with children and in fact have done so and
haven't to my knowledge corrupted anyone by association,
which is a fear so many misinformed individuals possess. This
fear is illogical when thought of in
regards to a gay person being
taught by a non-gay teacher. Why
is it that so many children continue
to label themselves gay after they
have been taught by non-gay
teachers and Jive in a' society that
promotes most totally heterosexuality? That issue must be dealt
with if people are to be just in their
decision making.
I wish to be treated as a full human being and not rejected because I choose to share who I am
with others. I, like black persons,
desire atmospheres that are free
of derogatory labeling.I am much
more than a label — I am a person.
I desire a community in which it is
just as acceptable to be openly affectionate with a man as with a
woman. My desires to be physically close to those of the same sex
are inhibited by a society that
shuns gentleness among men. This
issue should be one of concern to
all men not simply the gay community.
I finally wish to be respected as
a socially concerned human being
who strives to be honest and open
in the face of rejection. My individ-

uality is not a threat to the family
institution, religious institutions,
or the state because at their root,
each of those institutions should
exalt freedom and support those
situations which will enable human
beings to most fully actualize their
potential and be who they are. No
institution which possesses prejudices against lesbians and gay men
will ever be able to negate the
deepest feelings of millions of individuals because, such feelings are
rooted in the human desire and
need for love and companionship.
Please accept my freedom to love
as I do, for gay men and lesbians
will always be with us in all areas
of society doing good and living as
productive, responsible persons
despite the ingrained prejudices of
so many individuals. On a personal
level, I feel the need to be accepted
so that I can carry on in the joy of
knowing that hate, fear, and prejudice have been removed from the
innocent minds and hearts of so
many who have been conditioned
with lies and distortions. I exhort
you to be liberated in your thinking, challenge your prejudiced
views toward lesbians and gay
men, understand the tradition in
which such views are rooted, and
as an educated person decide in
. love about how your fellow lesbian
and gay students should be viewed.
Thank you for your time.

ume
muece
ecmmeR
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Peace and love,
John G. Bonelli

Conservative Trend Destroying
American Freedoms & Rights
by A. Royce Dalby
Special to the Tripod

"Conservatism just happens to
be true." Indeed, there can be little doubt that this nation, and perhaps the world, are quickly
growing more conservative politically. This is no revelation. Neither
is it, on its own, devastating. What
is alarming is that along with this
trend towards political conservatism is coming the destruction of

America.
One likes to think of America as
synonymous with freedom, but if
this is so, then today's intolerant
conservatives are the most profoundly anti-American of us all.
What is freedom but toleration?
Freedom in a society in which all
people are alike is simple, for it
places no demands on the individual. Freedom in a real society is
demanding, for it asks for toleration at every turn. The key to true
freedom is a simple irony: people
must be free to do that which oth-

Accusing Observer of
Conservatism Inane
To the Editor:
There you go again. Hardly a
week has gone by in which the Tripod, that pillar of journalistic integrity, hasn't taken it upon itself
to blast the Observer for its conservatism, and this past week was
no different.

0K4Y, SOIHfti?

A Gall for ActioW
More Relevant Issues

In last week's column, ironically
entitled, "Open Windows," Kathy
Gallant, in her infinite wisdom, accused the Observer of being "even
more conservative- if this is possible" and not having "any semblence of objective journalism." I
would like to point out how truly
inane these statements are. To accuse the Observer of having a conservative bias is tantamount to
accusing President Reagan of
being a Republican, or to Time
magazine accusing Sports Illustrated of having a sports bias (as if

that were inherently bad and ought
• not to have a voice in our society).
Lest Ms. Gallant and the rest ofthe Tripod staff fail to make the
connection, I would like to remind
you all that the Observer is a selfproclaimed conservative publication which serves as an outlet for
those who wish to express a particular viewpoint. Thus, to accuse it
of being conservative makes no
sense whatsoever. I would also like
to add that the Tripod is on very
thin ice in this accusation since its
own persona! viewpoints'have been
known to appear anywhere from
the front page to the arts section.
Ms. Gallant also accused thje 06server of "shoving their morality
down their readers throats." Well,
unless Ms. Gallant has been consistently forced at gunpoint to enter the cave (where, incidentally,
one can find just as many students
vomiting on to the pages of the
Tripod as on to the Observer) to
read the Observer, then there is no
reason for her to read the paper if
it so offends her. Why, then, does.
she bother? Perhaps George Will
hinted ate the answer when he
said, "conservatism happens to be
true."

United Way
of the Capital Arpa

Scott McLain

l

. .

'

ers do not like.
Today's conservatives are not
acting with malice, trying to subvert society. They simply believe
that they have the answers to all
of society's problems, and it is their
duty and desire to lead the nation
to those answers. Altruistic aims,
however, are never enough to justify imposition from above, even if
they are accepted by a majority in
society. Conservatives believe they
have found the answer, but even
were this true, they would not have
the prerogative to force these "answers" upon others. Again this
takes one back to the irony of freedom. "Correctness" or "truth" is
no defense against freedom; people have the right to be wrong.
Conservatives may only be trying
to help, but, in so doing they are
destroying freedom.
Liberals, on the other hand, do
not deign to be as omniscient as
conservatives. They do not know
the "answers;" rather, they allow
individuals to find the answers for
themselves. This may make individuals more insecure, but it does
leave them to be free. Conservatives are intolerant of those who
wander from the "true path,"
whereas for liberals the true paths
are infinite.
One need only look at the issues
to see the different approaches.
Conservatives want no abortions
'and organized silent moments (for
prayer) in schools, among other
things. Liberals are not rigid, but
leave both abortion and prayer up
to the choice of the individual. If
he desires to pray in school and she
not to have an abortion, they are
not chastised, that is their right.
True freedom is difficult, especially when those around do not
see the answers as well as oneself.
Perhaps in this instance it is better
not to help others. It is necessary
that one leave people alone to find
: their own answers. That which is
an answer for one person may not
suffice another, At least through
complete toleration one can only
call society "too free," and what is
this, but the American ideal.
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OMMENTARY
The Spectator
The recruiting process at Trinity
is a wonderful thing. You get a
bunch of points and you bid for
interview slots for the companies
that are coming-. Usually, there are
about a dozen slots for each company. If you don't bid enough
points, you don't get on the list.
But you might get on the waiting
list. I got on the waiting list.
The waiting list means, oddly
enough, that you wait. You sit
around on the day of the interviews, near a phone, and hope that
someone who did bid enough points
and is on the list, cancels out at
the last minute. Then you have to
pull yourself together and jump
into the fold. Pretty simple, right?
But waiting can be so boring. I
mean, just sitting there, staring at
a hunk of plastic and hoping that
someone just happens to forget
that they had an extremely important interview with an enormous
multi-national corporation. An interview that could very well be of
life-changing proportions. The
chances of that happening are,
well, pretty slim. And I'm not one
to waste a perfectly good Friday
afternoon, if I can help it.
It just so happens, however, that
Thursday afternoon I had gotten
myself several bottles of wine with
the intention of having something
put aside for a rainy day. Friday
the sun beat down on Hartford like
it was a misplaced July morning.
But in my room in Northam it was
monsoon season in Burma. Which
is why at about 11 a.m. a battle
ensued between bottle and corkscrew. It was decided a draw, with
only one casualty — the cork.
At first, because I still held out
hope for an interview, I had only a
very small glass of wine, and ate
five or six mints to cover up the
smell of demon alcohol that lingered on my breath. About half
way through my second glass I decided that it would be a good thing
to change into my suit so that when
they called me (and they were
going to call, I told myself) I could
dart right down there without a
second's delay. I'd be there so fast
they'd have to give me the job.
"Bihl," they'd say, "We like a fellow who can come through on a
moment's notice. You've got the
job." I felt so good about my foresight that I decided to celebrate
with a third glass of wine. And a
fourth and a fifth.
In other words, I preceded to get
myself thoroughly ripped.
Which explains why, when my
roommate came into the room an
hour later he saw me dancing
around, singing at the top of my
lungs with a half empty bottle of
wine in my left hand and a half
filled wine glass in my right.
"What's going on?" he asked.
"Waiting list" I screamed.
He walked over to the tape deck
and turned it down several decibels. I was furious, and I was just
about to ask him who the hell he
thought he was to turn down Billie
Holiday, when I realized that the
phone was ringing. I lunged. Un• fortunately, I was on the far side
of the room so when I lunged I
landed flat on my face. Ken picked
up the receiver.
"Hello? Yes? Oh, hi, Mom. How's
Dad?" It was his folks. Of all the
nerve. I poured myself another
glass of wine. "Psst," I sputtered,
"I'm expecting a very important
phone call." Ken wasn't listening.
Something about his father in the
hospital and his mother declaring
bankruptcy and his kid brother
being in jail.
But you know me. Mr. Understanding. Mr. Compassion.. Mr.
Humanity. I disconnected the
phone
, .,,.... .

Ken stormed out, but not after
trying to toss me out the window.
I reconnected the phone, opened
up another bottle of wine and
turned up the tape deck again.
Ken's mom called back a few seconds later, but I convinced her she
had the wrong number.
Around three-thirty, well into
my vigil, the Career Counseling
Office called me. Could I be right
down to the interview room as
they'd had a last minute cancellation? Could I? Could I?
Well, actually, that was a pretty
good question. I was well into my
third bottle of wine by now and,
although I had eventually stopped
the bleeding from when Ken tried
to throw me out the window, the
blood had gotten all over my face
and had pretty well obscured my
vision. Ah, but what was I thinking
of? What was I waiting for?
I might have been waiting for a
few weeks in which to sober up.
This occured to me as I fell down
two flights of stairs. I don't suppose you've ever noticed, but when
you're trashed and you're falling
down the stairs, you don't feel anything (by this time your nerves
are far too drunk to send any coherent messages to your brain) This
leaves your brain free to analyze
the situation. My brain, being the
razor sharp tool that it is, was
thinking things like: I wish I'd tied
my shoes before I left, Did I finish
my English homework?, Did I lock
my doors?, Why did they paint.the
walls off-white instead of eggshell?
When I finally came to a stop as
a crumpled heap on the second
floor landing, my brain was also
free to analyze the state of my
clothing, a state seriously degenerated from the one it had been in
on the fourth floor. My suit was in
tatters. I thought about going back
and changing, but 1 knew that time
was of the essence, so I pressed
on.
Down two more flights of stairs,
out the door and then down the
Long Walk to the interview. Remembering what I'd said about
them liking a man who could come
through on a moment's notice, I
decided to walk right in without'
knocking.
There was an interviewer.
There was a desk.
There was a student in a suit.
Neither the interviewer, nor the
student, nor for that matter, the
desk seemed terribly excited about
being interrupted by a tattered and
trashed English major.
"May I help you?" the interviewer asked in a tone that would
have frozen flames.
•I responded with "Uh," and I
liked it so much, I said it ag'ain.
"Uh." Then I said "Is this International Conglomerate Incorporated?"
"No," he said (I was beginning
to get frostbite). "I believe that's
next door. This is Amalgamated
Retail and Sons."
"Ah."
So I went next door, and on the
way over I made a mental note not
to apply for a job with Amalgamated Retail and Sons. And then,
having learned something from my
past mistakes, I knocked on the
door.
"Come in."
Well, that sounded painless, I
thought. And he looked rather
harmless, too. "Mr. Bihl? How are
you doing?" He looked at his
watch. "Very good of you to come
in on such short notice." Well, all
right, he didn't give me the job
right off, but at least he was impressed with my speed, I smiled,
drew a sigh, and sat down.
"So, Mr. Bihl, let's get down to

brass tacks. What's an English
major want with a large multi-national corporation?" Ah-hah, I
thought, starting off with a trick
question. But I was up to date in
the latest tactics of corporate
thrust and parry. I had even spent
a week watching "Dallas" and
"Dynasty" re-runs just to be sure.
I said, "I don't understand."
It worked. He was baffled. After
a few moments, he said, "Well, I
looked over your resume and I
come to the conclusion that you're
pretty well unqualified for any position whatsoever in big business.
You look like you'd be more interested in literature or something."
He put down my resume and took
off his glasses. "What exactly is it
you want out of International Conglomerate Incorporated?"
"Power."
"Power?"
"Yes. Preferably lots of it."

"Why?"
"Cash."
"Cash?"
"Lots of power means lots of
cash. Simple equation. Lots of cash
means I get to have a good time as
a grown up. Cars, booze, big
houses, stuff like that."
"Ah." He was visibly intrigued.
"Well, Mr. Bihl, what is it you do
well?"
"I wield power with style and
aplomb."
"I see. Well, Mr. Bihl, say, hypothetically, that we give you a job.
Now, we have lots of offices, all
over the world. You might have to
move around. Does that bother
you?"
"Nah." I said, straightening my
tie.
"It doesn't bother you?"
"I won't move around."
"What do you mean, 'I won't
move around'?" I think he was beginning to get angry. Color rose in
his doughy cheeks.
"You've got offices in South Africa, right?"
He blushed. "Well, ah, uh, yes .
"Hey," I said, "that's nothing to
be ashamed of, especially here at
Trinity. Now, as I see it, you've

TGLA Open for Trinity
To the Trinity Community:
We at the Trinity Lesbian and
Gay Alliance realize the difficulties
of being gay at Trinity and empathize with the student who may
be questioning his or her sexual
orientation. We are a support
group which meets to discuss such
topics as: homophobia, political issues, the need for meaningful relationships, the difficulties of
"coming out," and other personal

concerns.
Our supportive environment will
provide a space for non-threatening, casual and friendly interaction
with other gay people where you
can be comfortable in the knowledge that you are not alone.
If you wish to become a part of
our support group, come to our
meetings every Sunday at 70 Vernon St. from 4 6 p.m. or contact'
the Chaplain at ext. 484 or 485.
Confidentiality assured.

probably got some pretty heavy investments in South Africa, right?
And you're here at Trinity because
you're looking for some ultra-conservative white folks to run them
right?"
He stammered.
"Well, that's for me. I'm one politically reactionary white male
who wants a high paying job weilding power over starving blacks and
hanging out with pompous Boers
in Port Elizabeth. Lots of power,
lots of cash. Otherwise," and here
I leaned forward menacingly, "I
won't grow up."
"What?" '
"Well, without money and
power, being a grown up isn't any
fun.".
He was stunned. "Do you mean
to tell my that you are holding your
adulthood ransom?"
I nodded, smiling.
He laughed. "So what? Buzz
off."
It was time for the heavy artillery.
"I'll hold my breath until you
give me a job."
"Take a hike."
For the first ten seconds, he
didn't look up from the notes he
was scribbling on my resume.
When he did look up, my face was
somewhat fuschia in hue. Then I
began to turn violet, and finally a
lovely, lovely pale blue. As the
veins began popping out of my
head, he began to see headlines
that read: DISTRAUGHT ENGLISH MAJOR KILLS SELF IN
INTERVIEW WITH ICI. He came
to his senses just as I was about to
lose mine. We reached a compromise.
My new mailing address is 77
Biko Drive, Port Elizabeth, South
Africa. And people used to say that
Engllish majors can never find
work.

ConnPIRG Writes in Defense
To the Editor:
I was absolutely astonished to
read 'in Ellen Garrity's article
"Amendment Killed" (Tripod Feb.
12, 1985) that some SGA members
had complained that they had been
"harassed excessively" about
which way to vote on the antiConnPIRG amendment which
came up at the February 5th SGA
meeting. Given the fact that Miss
Garrity didn't consult ConnPIRG
members before printing this
charge, I feel compelled to give the
ConnPIRG side of the story.
ConnPIRG did lobby SGA members extensivley before the original SGA vote to cut ConnPIRG-atTrinity funds by three-fourths in
November 1984, but realized after
that setback that such attention
wasn't fully appreciated by the
SGA members. With this observation in mind ConnPIRG members
kept a low profile before the
amendment vote. One mailing urging a vote against the amendment
was sent to each SGA member, and
only a handful of undecided SGA
representatives (mostly friends of
ConnPIRG members) were talked
to. Given the fact that the amendment was directly aimed at
ConnPIRG (the orginal draft was
rewritten so as to exclude WRTC,
the only other organization with a
paid staff member) and would have
eliminated ConnPIRG as an organization on the Trinity campus, I
think the extremely limited lobbying done before the vote shows
great restraint on behalf of
ConnPIRG members. The question
of whether the SGA should have
the power to eliminate any student
organization seems to me to be the
crux of thje issue. ConnPIRG students are, after all, paying contributors to the student fee and as such
should be able to voice their opinions as how that money should be
spent. The charge of "undue harassment" by some of our elected

representatives is dangerous because it threatens the ideal that
SGA members should hear both
sides of an issue before voting (especially when the existence of an
organization is at stake) and intimidates students who rightfully believe they should be able to air their
grievances in the open forum of
the SGA. ConnPIRG members, in
retrospect, are guilty only of

standing up for a valuable organization which they believe in and
working to continue to see that the
student population is allowed to be
exposed to the diverse range of
opinions which forms the basis of
a liberal arts education.
Sincerely yours,
Philip S. Robertson Jr. '86

A Problem Game Room
Editor's Note: This is a copy of a
tetter sent to Wayne Gorlick-Asrn.ua.
Dear Mr. Gorliek-Asmus:
As members of the Trinity College student body, we see a major
problem with the use of the facilities in the game room and Ferris
Athletic Center. This past weekend, we intended to use one of the
pool tables in the game room. We
were unable to do so because a
group of eight local youths, unaffiliated with the College, were monopolizing one of the tables.. We
were under the impression that.
only Trinity students were allowed
the use of these tables because of
the sign "Trinity ID Required"
printed on the dorr. Apparently,
we were under the wrong impression. The same situation exists at
Ferris Athletic Center mainly in
the Unit D gymnasium, Frequently, residents of the neighborhood surrounding Trinity are
found using the basketball courts.
These two situations reflect poorly
upon the College not only in the

Tripod

eyes of present students but also
in those of prospective students
visiting Trinity.
We can see the value of promoting good community relations, but
these relations should not take
precedence over students' rights.
As students here, we pay to support these activities and we feel
that it is only fair that we can use
these facilities without competing
with outside forces. By allowing
these people to sue the College facilities, and not allowing the students the free use of them, a
feeling of animosity is created between the students and the neighborhood. Such an "open door
policy" only creates more tension
instead of alleviating an already
strained relationship.
We hope that some solution can
be worked out in which everyone
is happy but it must be kept in
mind that students have first
priority in use of the College's facilities.
Sincerely,
Steven J. Hirshberg '86
David J. McCluskey '87

BOX 1310

Weekly Assignment Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
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ORLD OUTLOOK
by Hutch Robbins
A little over two weeks has
passed since South Korean opposition leader Kim Dae Jung returned home to his native Seoul.
The events surrounding his homecoming are fairly well known, and
a tremendous source of embarrassment to the South Korean government.
What South Korean president
Chun Doo Hwan has done, by brutalizing Kim and his delegation, is
build support for Kim's opposition
movement, and more importantly,
given a fairly unknown problem
world-wide press exposure.
Kim was arrested in 1980 on sedition charges. He was originally
sentenced to death: however, the
sentence was later reduced to 20
years in prison. Still, he was allowed to go to the US for medical
treatment. Accompanying Kim on
his somewhat triumphal return
was a bevy of US supporters.
The most prominant among,
them were: Rep. Edward F.

South Korean Gov'tHurtinglts
Chances And 1988 Olympics
Feighan (D-Ohio), Rep. Thomas M.
Foglietta (D-Pa.), former US ambassador to El Salvador Robert
White, and former assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights
Patricia Derian. Kim and his delegation deplaned at Kimpo Interantional Airport before an
estimated 15,000 South Koreans
who had turned out to see the disposed leader.
Once outside the terminal, Kim
and his party ran into trouble. The
accounts vary, but the essentials
are clear. The delegation was met
by many (possibly 80) plainelotb.es
policemen who proceeded to forcibly shove and beat Kim and his
wife into an elevator.
The Americans were also hassled, and several people were
knocked down. Kim was taken to
his house, and his delegation (who,
ironically, accompanied Kim to in-

sure his safety) were wisked out of
the airport. Kim was placed under
house arrest, where he currently
remains, and freedom was and is
severely restricted by the South
Korean police.
The American government, reacting to the brutality shown to its
citizens and Mr. Kim, asked for an
official apology and was guaranteed an investigation into the affair.
Although this event may seem
minor to many observers, especially since it is standard fare in
nondemocratic societies, it must be
looked at in context. Kim's arrival
was under very close scrutiny because of the assassination of Philippine opposition leader Benigno
Aquino.
Aquino returned to his native
land under many of the same circumstances. To a large extent, the

Focus On Hong Kong:
cies of Deng Xiaoping and its policy of "opening China to the
outside world", with the implied
acknowledgement that China has
When Great Britian's lease on
much to gain by continued comthe colony of Hong Kong expires
merial contact with the West, and
in 1997, Hong Kong will become a
more to lose by hindering that conSpecial Administration Region of
tact. Hong Kong has long served
the People's Republic of China. In
China as an extremely lucrative in1898, Britain forced the war-weakterface with the western free mar- ,
ened Ch'ing Dynasty to accept the
ket. A substantial portion of '
terms of an Unequal Treaty which
China's capital income flows to her
gave Britain a ninety-nine year
directly via international trade
lease on the New Territories, a
through Hong Kong. For China to
piece of land surrounding Hong
impose the weight of her bureauKong Island that comprises about
cratic regulations on the smooth92% of the present colony. In
running machinery of Hong Kong
twelve years, the expiration of this
trade would be much like killing a
lease will fall due, and administralarge, golden egg-laying goose.
tion of Asia's largest center of inThis relationship in itself should
ternational trade will pass into the
ensure a cautious, hands-oof policy
hands of the Chinese government.
where Hong Kong is concerned.
The imminent termination of
The fact remains, however, that
Britain's control over Hong Kong
even with the promises of continin 1997 has been the cause of considerable anguish in the colony's ' ued freedom for trade and finance
outlined in "the September agreesophisticated and fast-paced busiment, investors and residents have
ness world. For the past two years,
not felt comfortable enough to fully
Britain and China have been in netrust the Chinese. Businesssmen
gotiations over the coming transiare worried about a possible future
tion with the objective of "easing
backlash within China's leadership
Hong Kong through the changewhich might bring,a reemergence
over with minimal disruption of its
of policies hostile to foreign investsocial and economic structures.
ment. In any event, it seems that
The talks have resulted in a Draft
the mere presence of Chinese
Agreement, initialed by the two
troops in Hong Kong will upset the
powers in September 1984, under
cozy, isolated atmosphere on which
which Britain promises to cede
the colony's prosperity plainly
sovereignty and administrative
thrives. Meanwhile, property'valcontrol while China pledges to alues have begun to decline and some
low Hong Kong to maintain its
foreign investors have shown signs
present social and economic status
of moving their money elsewhere.
quo for at least fifty years after
Another issue of concern has
1997 without disruptive interferbeen the form the colony's governence from the Chinese government will take under its new stament.
tus as the Hong Kong Special
This preliminary agreement has
Adminstrative Region, and the
helped to sooth the paranoid jitters
best way to ease the colony into
of the investment world, at least
the new system. The Draft Agreefor the time being. However, some
ment states that, "The legislature
important questions remain unanof the Hong Kong Special Adminswered. Not least of these is
strative Region shall be constiwhether future Chinese governtuted by elections,"; and the
ments will honor the decisions
"government and legislature shall
made by the present regime. Chinbe composed of local inhabitants."
a's record of fluctuations of pwer,
It is less clear on the problem of
policy, and even ideology stands as
the selection process for the chief
a major obstacles to instilling conexecutive of the SAR, saying that
fidence among Hong Kong's forhe "shall be selected by election or
eign investors in the future of the.
through consultations held locally
colony. The averting of this kind
: and be appointed byt he Central,
of uncertainty will be a primary
People's Government," and will
goal of both China and Britain if
have the power to nominate "printhey hope for an uneventful excipal officials" for appointment to
change of power.
:
executive offices. While the
•" One positive sign has been the
Chinese government is prepared to
PRC's recent emphasis on the
allow an elected legislature in
pragmatic, capitalist-leaning poliby Jonathan Moore

Hong Kong, it will maintain a close
control over the executive leadership. Peking's determination to
keep pro-Taiwan or anti-Party elements out of .Hong Kong's government is certain to stifle the elected
officials' potential to have a large
voice in the decision making procNevertheleSs, Great Britain has
made motions towards a gradual
passing of the reigns from the now
fully-appointed government to a
transitional, representative one in
preparation for the switch.
Unfortuantely, a century of colonial rule under a British governership has left the Hong Kong
people with no political tradition of
their own. Generally, Hong Kong's
Legislative and Executive councils
have lacked outspoken and innovative leaders, being mostly docile
and submissive rubber-stamp bodies. Actually, this pattern has
worked well in a colony that runs
itself according to the rules of the
free market. Somewhat paradoxically, however, that will havze to
change if the free market there is
to weather the coming strom. With
the British beginning to reduce
their in fluence, Hong Kong will
benefit by finding leaders capable
of demonstrating to Peking that is
can shoulder some of the responsibility for its own stability.
London's language, formerly adamant on the topic of the rights of
Hong Kong's 6.5 million residents,
has relaxed somewhat. Where it
once spoke of its "moral responsibility" to ensuring the welfare of
its Hong Kong subjects, the British Government is now less committal. Prime Minister, Margaret
Thatcher, spurning her previously
protective attitude, has recently
suggested ' that decisions made
concerning Hong Kong's future
need not involve the local population. "You wouldn't expect representatives of Hong Kong to sit on
the drafting committee", she said.;.
"The basic law is the law of China.
You would expect China to draft
the basic law."
Locals might understandably
feel uneasy about these words. Yet
as long as Hong Kong itself remains politically disorganized, it
will continue to be the manipulated
third party in the negotiations,
having little or no say in the future
of its people.
.

free world wanted to prove that
the Philippine affair was an unfortuante rarity. They looked to South
Korea as a nation with a stronger
sense of human rights. Tragically,
South Korea only proved to be on
the same plane as many of the most
authoritarian nations in the world.
Because Seoul is the host of for
the 1988 Olympic Summer Games,
the nation was even more in the
spotlight. The games are already
controversial, because the Soviet
Union's refusal to recognize South
Korea, and this new turn of events
can only place more question on
whether the Games can be held
peacefully.
South Korea had hurt herself
and she will now have to struggle
to prove worthy to be gracious
Olympic host and not in the same
league as Chile and other semi-fas-

cist nations.
Lastly, form a purely political
viewpoint, Chun Doo Hwan and his
governemt made a large blunder.
Had they let Kim enter the country peacefully, and let him go his
own way would be stronger position now. Chun must have known
that Kim's arrival would be followed by mass media. Why he
chose to create a hassle and
thereby spread Kim's story across
the world is perplexing.
By beating and arresting Kim,
he gave the opposition all the more
amunition in their war of propaganda, Chun essentially made Kim
a part-time martyr. Not only did
Chun glorify Kim in his own country, but he gave him world wide
press. Kim could ask for nothing
more. No matter how one looks at
this situation, Chun and his South
Korean government come out the
losers. At a time when pressure on
South Korea was building, Chun
should have been more careful. In
the long run, he may have dug his
own political grave.

Sen. Dodd At Trinity
continued from page 1
oppressive, prevailing order. In El
Salvador the military rules and is
rewarded economically. This kind
of government works to the advantage of the very few. The United
States supports this. The Reagan
admisnistration alone has supported it with $80 million.
• , Senator, Dodd continued his
speech by drawing parallels between the United States involvement in Central America and the
Soviet Union's involvement in
countries such as Poland and Afghanistan. Just as in Poland and
Afghanistan, Central Americans
want to determine their own government and future. "Turning
Nicaragua into a Poland or Guatemala into a Czechoslovakia or El
Salvador into a Hungary — we can
have that but where will it take
us?" he asked.
\
The United States cannot im-

pose a value system on the people
of Central America. If they want
something done, they will do it. A
nation needs its own identity just
like everyone needs his or her selfidentity; the United States is
smothering.any chance for Central
American countries to find their
identity, pointed out Senator
Dodd. U.S. interference in Central
American politics is out of line;
Central America must t>9 left alone:
— this was Senator Dodd's most
important message.
Dodd's message was clear. The
Reagan administration's interference in Central America is doing
more harm than good and the people of Central America resent it.
The United States has overstepped its boundaries.
Senator Dodd was a lucid and
forceful speaker. He was funny
. also. When asked what five things
he would to improve the situation
in Central America if he were
President, he quickly answered,
"Fire Weinberger, fire Schultz..."

Stanley H.Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!

PREPARATION FOR SPRING EXAMS

GflE • 6MAT

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

LSAT • MCAT
Summer/Fall Schedule
Available
14 Oakwood Aye.,
We«t Hartford, CT 06119
. (203) 236-6651
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RTS A N D STUFF
This Week at Austin Arts: "Yeomen of the Guard n
sophomore women Lisa Howell,
Phoebe McBride, Geanne Harrison, and Sharon Larson, along
with six males — Marc, Pinto,
Floyd Higgins, Mike Connelly,
Gregg Avitable, Steve Campo, and
Matt Bradley. In addition, there is
a chorus of townspeople, and a
chorus of yeomen, played by the
men's singing group After Dark.
The visual effect of the operetta
is produced by a large set, designed by Technical Director Brian
Rieger. Elaborate costuming will
be rented, representing 16th century dress.
Performances will begin February 28, and run through March 3.
All shows will begin at 8:15 in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. Performance passes
are welcome.

by Mary K. Bray

The scene is the Tower of London, in 16th' century England. The
operetta is Gilbert and Sullivan's
The Yeomen of the Guard, which
centers around two strolling players and a condemned prisoner. The
musical is not typical of Gilbert and
Sullivan, however, as it is the "only
sort of tragic operetta, and darker
in tone than the others," according
to Musical Director Gerald Moshell.
The show is conducted by Moshell, and staging the musical numbers are Thomas Fuller and Jack
Marshell, each lawyers from
Washington, D.C. The cast includes ten leads, four of which are

U

Hip Hair" Takes the Country by Storm

This March everyone can have
hip hair. "Hip hair." Some people
say it's controversial. Or outrageous. Even dangerous. Whatever
it is, coolly coiffed kids really make
a riveting style statement."(From
Mohawks to Dreadlocks and Beyond)
• ' ...
That sums it up. "Hip'Hair" is
taking the country by storm. Kids

everywhere are curling, teasing,
shaping, bobbing and styling their
hair and adding pizzazz to ordinary
locks with tenax, mousse, gel, etc.
The "Hip Hair" look originated,
of course, in London and on the
streets of New York's East Village, but these days people .everywhere want to be part of the
trendy set, as well we can attest.

Writer-iii-Resid'ence,Trihity's Thalia Selz

photo by Kelly

, Thalia Selz, Trinity's Writer-mresidence, will read two of her own
short stories on Wednesday, February 27 at Center Church House,
60 Gold Street.
The reading begins at noon in
the Warburton Room. Please call

the Church office before 4:00 p.m.
on Tuesday (249-5631) for lunch
and program reservation at a $3
suggested donation. OR bring you
own lunch without reservation for
coffee, tea, and program at a $1.50
suggested donation.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
A major revival of Tennessee opening in previews March 1.
Williams' Pulitzer Prize-winning Opening night is March 8, and the
Southern tale of painful disillusion- closing date is April 14. Tickets
ment and human passion, Cat on a are now available at the Long
Hot Tin Roof, will be staged on Wharf Theatre in New Haven, and
Long Wharf Theatre's mainstage, by calling 787-4282.

Drink of the Week
the ALABAMA SLAMMER
Shot of Southern Comfort,
grenadine for color,
and orange juice.
Shake and pour over ice.

Now they can be.(?) This month
Dell will publish Hip Hair: From
Mokaviks to Dreadlocks and Beyond, the first how-to manual that
shows everyone how to achieve a
personalized Hip Hairstyle.
Hip Hair shows, with step-bystep instructions, how to turn :
everyday tresses into hair that will
make heads turn. The greatest
thing about these hip hairstyles,

the author claims, is that they can
be temporary. They can be
achieved with a little gel and a lot
of imagination.
The publishers claim that Hip
Hair can help anyone "make that
transition from serious student,
businessman or housewife by day
into a show-stopping, head-turning
Hip hair wonder by night." Michele Roubal. watch out!

A SUNDAY
IN THE
COUNTRY
IS ONE OF
ERTRANPC
^TAVERNIER'S
VERY BEST'*
—DarndDinby, NEW YORK MA(JA?.WFy

A SUNDAY IN

Hartford's Newest and
Largest Art Space
Real Art Ways and the Civic ferred to in the Book of Revelation:
The main tower is comprised in
Center Mall have announced the
opening of .Hartford's newest and part of a seven-headed beast, with
ten horns surrounded by twentypossibly most extraordinary galfour thirteen-foot-tall thrones each
lery — Center Space. Located in
topped with gold crowns. From a
the Civic Center, this gallery will
blue triangle affixed to the Civic
be easily accessible to all.
Center's skylight, a thunder bolt
Center Space will present a sespanning sixty feet will extend to
ries of unusual and provocative
the tower below.
contemporary art installations,
throughout 1985. In the past few
years, the Civic Center Mall has
emerged as a focal point of downtown Hartford's business and social activity. So it is fitting that it
will offer visual art that is virtually
unavailable anywhere else in the
region. Center Space is now the
only gallery in Central New England with the capability of presenting large scale art works.
The sixty-foot sky-lit atrium area
offers the artist the opportunity to
realize works not possible in most
settings. The art exhibited in Center Space Gallery can be viewed
from three atrium heights.
Real Art Ways, a New England
contemporary art center, will create the series in conjunction with
the Civic Center Mall. Patricia Reville, RAW curator stated, "We*
have selected a challenging variety
of projects to initiate this important series. The art work will present both the artist and the public
with the opportunity to address serious contemporary art outside of
the museum or traditional art environment."
March 1st marks the inauguration of Center Space with the Omega Project, a monumental
installation by Philadelphia artist
Gary Robbins. Omega Project consists of a multi-colored and many
faceted, forty-foot tower, which
will present the viewer with several layers of visual as well as contextual information. The project is
based on aspects of Omega as re- The "Omega Project" by Gary Robbins

AWARD
UACADEMY
. NOMINATIONS
••• '•"""'•••-—-[ndudinK

————

BEST PICTURE

WINNER of 4
Golden Globe
Awards including
Best Picture

AMADEUS
JUX:

; SUN.-TUES.

^Program subject to change

fltCUMSCHHIR! S«3 00J3

M

S;Sr.SO

miUl!SS2D0 ( I I I 5 P M

Photo
Contest
Deadline
Extended to March 81
For details call
246-1829 246-8939f
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Foreign Study List
Hone Aodsess

Period

frogran* Its Address

Uando« Ho I Iy H 8b
172 deacon St
doston, MA 02116

Year

Mesleyan

Uann, feresa L 8b

Spring

beaver

Jamesftflu
Ibt Princeton St
nartfordt CT 06106

Spring

ueav«r CCEA/King's
c/o Shield House
^ *> e Egerton oa
London Si*2 1d»*»

Uinnicttf Lisa J 86
CO B O H N«»820
OOOt 00000

Y«ar

Smith Coliese

Uouns* Christopher 65
<t9 Gartield Ave
worin Haven« C 1 0 6 S I 7

Spring

HEE/Ihe City Uni«*
10 York Terrace c»st
ttegent's Parit
London

Spring

8ESGL
11 York l e r r a e e
Regent's Paris
London Nfel« ENGLAND

Spring

BESSl
i l York
Regent s s Park
London Nfa.le

b u s t i s * E l i z a b e t h A 66
y butter Jones Ra
Chaster? C? 06412

Year

lES/Durnna
U n i v e r s i t y of burhsaei
Old Shir® H a i l

u a o r i e l t e * Andrea rt tb
J31 Bushy H i l l Pa
S9rasbury« CT 06070

Spring

Gary, Michael 06
58 Northeast Dr
New Haven* CT C6511

Spring

u a t c h e i l t ftargartt P ?o
o2^0 Mossway
italtiniore« Mi 21212

Spring

K.O.Z

CLEA/fcdinourqh

Corniny* NV 14630

cricson« Oawid H 86
S t a f f o r d Pars 18 Tftll©rd»
UOO« 00000

Shropshire

in Paris

• Swarthaors In Crsnobte

tteaver
CCEA/Internship
c/o Shield House
26* Egerton Gardens
London Sl»2 3BP» ENGLAND
JFS/f re Ittur 9
fcrbprlhzenstrass«
78 Freiburg i n B
FreSburg, KEST

12

toy Berke Breathed

LIMIT,
F£R HIS 6KIN.
U/HY?»
X

BLCKIM COUMTY
COMBONOVT.
Y0URyi5t\"t

mcoRP is am. im

I5£NT0ACK
TH61,1-22

IHBYWULP

5AIPIN7V COM-

itemtt&s is
ALMOST ALWAYS
JUST A BUNCH OF W t i

CWCKeNPOOP/ AMMM..
/

hy Berke Breatlied
IN
THIS COUNTRY US, FI&,
PtSTORT, MNIPMTB,
peceive, BRIBS MP BRAINWASH CONSIMBRS LIK6
MS INTO BUYM&'

35 Drunsheugh hardens
Edinourah EHJ 7RU
SCOTLAND

b Queens Gate Place Hews
London Sk7, ENGLAND

To be continued

BLOOM COUNTY

Address

in Paris

boa 170

uutcn St
Nontrose» NY IC548

Foreign Hail
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ORE SPORTS
Harvard Whips Men's Squash
by John Am
Special to the Tripod
On Tuesday February 12, the
men's squash team, ranked number two in the nation, gave their
all yet came up short, suffering defeat at the hands of the Harvard
Crimson.
The Bantams travelled to Boston in search of a National Championship. They came home the
recipients of a squash lesson — an
8-1 defeat.
Early in the contest, Harvard set
the tone for the match. The first
premier match was slated at number two, pitting Mike Georgy
against Harvard's David Boyum.
Playing admittedly below par,
Georgy bowed easily to one of the
finest technicians of the game at
the intercollegiate level.
At number three, the packed
Harvard crowd was treated to a
fine five-game match. J.D. Cregan, playing with a confidence seldom seen as of late, took a. 2-1
advantage for Trinity.
To the dismay of the Trinity supporters, Rusty Ball, playing in
place of the injured Richard Jackson, used his superior hand-work
, and tireless effort, prevailing in the
end 3-2.
In the fourth and fifth positions,
Bill Villari and John Conway ran
into brick walls and possibly the
two most improved players in college squash, Peter Dineen and

Kevin Jernigan.
Trinity's only victory was supplied by senior Doug Burbank.
Burbank faced a young, hard-hitting opponent in Joe Dowling.
The players traded games until,
in the fifth, it became obvious
whose mind was in the match, and
whose was not. Moving easily and
playing hard late in the match,
Burbank claimed a much needed
win and gave the team a glimmer
of hope.
At the bottom of the ladder, the
Bantams were less fortunate. Paul
Stauffer (#7) played well but Ms
efforts were not enough as he fell
3-1 to freshman sensation Dorius
Pandate.
In the number eight position, Art
Strome also found the going rough,
dropping three to Jack Palsky.
Jerome Kapelus, playing number nine, gave" Trin their second
near-miss. Kapelus played a fine
match, though easing in the fifth,
noticably exhausted.
Possibly the finest match of the
contest, and undoubtedly the most
entertaining of the year, took place
at the top. The audience filled the
stands to watch Trin's Bill Doyle
cross racquets with National
Champion, and close friend, Kenton Jernigan.
The crowd witnessed great finesse and incredible bursts of
speed. But beyond all else the
match supplied power.
Blistering rails and crosscourts
kept the two competitors moving

Squash Competes With
Princeton For Second
continued from page 16
Julie Starkweather, who hit very
hard and low serves.
"I just concentrated on volleys
and short shots, because on the
deep court rallies she would win
the points," commented Perkins
after her match.
Hanley's match against Lisa
Benatovich was extremely close. In
the second game, Hanley and Benatovich were never more than two
points apart. At the end of the
game, Hanley won by one point in
the five point tiebreaker.
The Brown player made a impressive comeback in the third
game, beating Hnaley 15-7. The
last game went to a tiebreaker as
well, with Hanley winning the
game and match by a two-point
margin.
'
Last Monday, Trinity hosted a
very dtermined Amherst team,
Amherst knew that Trinity was

playing without its top four players, so they falsely assumed they
would have a chance to beat the
number two team in the nation.
LaCerda led the team, followed
by Claire Slaughter, Perkins,
Prddy Home, Hanley, Julia McLaughlin, and Julie Calhoun. Only
Calhoun lost in a long five-game
match.
Both wins for the Bantams,
whether the Brown match with the
varsity or the Aniherst match with
the JV, show that Trinity's long
and hard training has paid off.
Trinity should prove to be a
tough opponent in this weekend's
Intercollegiate Tournament. Princeton's victory two weekends, ago
avenged its loss to Trinity at the
Howe Cup. If the Bantams register decisive victories in individual
competion, Trinity could hold its
number two ranking over Princeton.

Men's Track Disappoints
At New England's
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
Despite high hopes, the men's
track team ran into tough competition and came up flat at this
year's Indoor New England Championship meet at MIT.
The big guns failed to come
through as expected and Trinity
finished way out of the money, only
able to garner a total of ten points
over the afternoon.
It's hard to define the high point
of the meet for Trinity, yet senior
Dave Barry led the scoring with a
third place finish in the 800-meter
run.
' Barry cruised through the trials
only to be upsetby Kevin Crawley
of Coast Guard in the finals. Barry's narrow third place finish of
1:55 none the less stands as one of
his finest, performances of the
year. .
The only other points recorded
by Trinity came from Femi Obi (55

meter dash) and Dave Banta (400
meter) who both placed fifth in
their respective events.
Obi, who won this event one year
ago, ran well in winning his trial
heat, yet a poor start prevented
him from finishing any higher than
fifth in the finals.
Banta also ran well in the trials
yet was boxed to the back of the
pack and could not surge to the
front due to the tight turns.
In addition to the Division III
New Englands, Barry also competed in the Division I New Englands this past Saturday at Boston
. University.
Barry failed to make the finals,
yet.registered two excellent performances against Division I competition. Barry recorded a personal
best time of 1:54.2 for this indoor
800.
The Bantams final indoor meet
is this Saturday at the Union Men's
Invitational. After this the Bantams look to the outdoor season
and their annual spring training
trip to Florida.

fast and thinking the same. Doyle
played near his best, easing in the
fifth game.
"We came to play that day,"
commented Doyle. "But they were
just too strong and the home court
advantage really paid off."
Harvard is a team with incredible strength and depth. Every year
they lose a number of seniors, yet
greet new freshmen who only add
to their strength.
Last Saturday the Bantams
ended their season with an 8-1 victory over Tufts. The match was
dominated by good play, even in
the sole loss in which Doyle fell
prey to a quite formidable Saki
Khan.
The team finishes the 84-85 season with a 12-2 record, leaving a
four-man intercollegiate committee to decide the fate of Trinity's
nine-man ranking.

Terry Blaney shoots against Westfield St.

photo by' John Shiftman

Men's Basketball Up To 15-6
continued from page 16
anced scoring) is coming because
it'll make it difficult for people to
beat us just by stopping Ken," said
Ogrodnik.
A perfect illustration of Trinity's
new-found balanced attack came
against Westfield St.
The Bantams blew open a 12-10
game with 26-8 spurt mid-way
through the first half. Seven Bantams scored during the run as Bill
Pfohl led the way with six points.
Ironically, one Bantam that did
not score in this spurt was point
guard Mike Donovan. However, it
is Donovan who may be the key to
Trinity's fate in the tourney.
The sophomore played superbly

against Westfield, scoring 10
points, dishing off eight assists,
and most importantly not committing a single turnover. Donovan
scored 18 against Amherst.
"I think after the Queens game
we realized we weren't running
enough," noted Donovan. "I play
better in an open game; I'm better
on the run."
Add Donovan's strong play with
that of freshman center Jon Moorhouse (20 points against both Amherst and Westfield) and the
reasons for the improvement since
Queens are obvious.
"These (Amherst and Westfield)
are two of the better games we've
played as a team," said Donovan.

And, as a team, the Bantams
now move on to defend their
ECAC New England crown.
HOOP NOTES-The Bantams finished with a 9-1 record at home.
Going into tonight's game at Wesleyan, Trin stands at 5-5 on the
road.... Abere leads Trin in scoring, shots made and taken, and
free throws made and taken. He is
also tops in free throw percentage,
although by a lesser margin. Moorhouse leads in rebounds and
blocked shotsj Donovan in assists
and steals.... Westfield St. (10-13)
is going to the NCAA tournament
by virtue of their conference title....

March 23-30
YOUR BAHAMAS
COLLEGE WEEK
INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip Jet Flight From New York.
• 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations at
Choice of Hotel.
• Roundtrip Airport Transfers and
Baggage Handling.
••• Bahamas College Week Activities
including beach party and picnic,
sports competition, festivals with
open air entertainment, sail and.
snorkel trips and much more.
• Optional Sightseeing Tours and Party
Cruises arranged by on-location tour
escorts.

ACCOMMODATIONS:
You have a choice of a variety of hotels,
all ideally located in downtown Nassau.
Stay just a short walk from all the
exciting nightlife of Nassau and right on
or across the street from the fabulous
Bahamas Beaches. Rates are based on
quad occupancy.

$ 3 8 5 Complete
No hidden costs. Your price includes all
taxes and gratuities except $5 Bahamas
departure tax.
For Further Info Contact:
ROBERT EDELSTEIN 726-0756
WRITNEY 407
ERIC MILLER 726-0374
GALLAUDET 312
$50 Deposit required to make a
reservation. Space is very limited,
this trip WILL SELL OUT, ACT NOW!!
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ORE SPORTS
Luck WorksOn
USFL Dilemma
Tliix I'K (mother hi a coiitinuiwj aeries of my encounters with the God of
Lurk (He visit a my room <»tee in a while). Actually he's not really » </t>rf;
he's more like ti very weird person.
Luck held the nncho cheese Dorito at arms length.
"I think I like round ones better," said my friend the semi-diety with
the gravity he might pronounce that a crucial punt would bounce out of
hounds at the one instead of skipping into the end zone.
Luck's tone was as odd as his dress. Usually the ultimate in absurd,
Luck's clothes this afternoon were nothing if not boring: tassled loafers
(yuck), khakies, an oxford cloth shirt, blazer and tie. His hair was combed
for a change, and the quizical smile that always dominated Luck's face
was no where to be found.
After a half-hour of talk about round vs. triangular and other weighty
matters, I asked what was wrong — no talk of the '69 Mets (good luck),
Jackie Smith (bad luck), and the Whalers (always bad), etc....
"Urn, I've 'ah got a big interview in a few minutes." Luck glanced at
his watch nervously.
"Looking for a job at Travellers," I joked with a senior's sense of
fatality.
"No, I've got one with the Big Guy," Luck answered with no humor at
all.
"God?"
"Yeh, god. What a pain. But what can I do? His secretary called and
said he wanted to talk to me about the USFL," said Luck with little
enthusiasm.
"God cares about the LJSFL?" It was a logical question. We all know
God cares about the NFL and Major League Baseball but the USFL? Why
should he care about a made-for-TV football league that is only around
now so that a few ego-maniacs can move into the NFL as owners.

Tuesday Afternoon
STEPHEN K; GEtlMAN
"What do you think he'll have to say about the USFL," I asked.
"I don't know," mumbled an obviously upset semi-diety. "All I know is
that it makes my life that much tougher. March is bad enough with all
those conference tournaments and the NCAA's. Like I have time to go to
Jacksonville and pry a ball out of a running back's hands."
"Yi'h. March dues sound rough " I was trying to sympathize with Luck
but) w^s having a hard time identifying with Luck's situation; I wasn't
T5o1W)i:.i<>K***d to March* because of a few mid-terirts.
"That's not my biggest complaint," continued Luck. "No the real problem is the beginning of April. I usually take it easy in April. Just make
sure a few baseball teams get off to a quick start. Very relaxing work.
Now I'll have to spend a weekends in great cities like Birmingham,
Pheonix, and Jacksonville. Damm it, god!"
I caught my breath.
"Don't he stupid. The man cuses like a sailor," Luck looked at me with
scorn.
"What's he like?"
"Demanding! 'You can do more Luck. You don't work that hard Luck.'
The man vacations more than Reagan. I'd like to see him cause a bad hop
on a grounder to short." ' "Well, I'm sure he's got a broader perspective on things than you
think." Actually I wasn't that sure.
'
"Perspective, bull. I just wish the USFL would go,away."
"A few bad breaks and maybe it will." I immediately wish I hadn't said
that.
"Great idea." I didn't like the look of Luck's smile. "Flutie's knees,
Walker's arm, Jim Kelly's foot. Thanks a lot. I should come to you more
often. Got to.run. I'll tell you how I got the Whalers to hire Francis next
time I'm here."
And Luck flew out my window..

Women's Hoop Takes 3
The Bantams held a comfortable
lead over the Cardinals throughout the first half. With three minutes left in the first half, Trin led
With twice as many losses as vic- 33-16, the largest gap during the
game.
tories and with the 84-85 season
Mid-way through the second half,
nearly over, the women's basketthe Cards began to score and narball team sprang to life and worked
row that gap. In a two-minute
their way towards a successful finish last week. The Bants were vic- stretch, Wes outscored the Bants
10-1.
torious in all three games played
With one and a half minutes left
during Open Period.
in the game, Trinity led by six
On Tuesday, Trinity pulled off
points, 65-59. However, Wesleyan
an outstanding upset against Amherst. The Bants held a 5-10 re- had to foul and the Bants held on
cord entering the game, while the for the 69-61 victory.
The game against Vassar was
Lord Jeffs stood at 13-8.
the Bants' third win of the week.
Both teams jockied for the lead
The Bantams played a solid game;
throughout an intense first half of
the accurate, sharp passing- was
play. The score at halftime was
Trinity 25-23. The two teams kept the team's strongest point and was
a key to their victory. The Bants
up the pace, and at the final buzzer
also had a good shooting percentthe score was tied 48-48.
age and out rebounded Vassar.
During the first overtime, the
Trinity wiped out Vassar 67-35.
Bants and the Lord Jeffs managed
to score ten points each and tie After the first 15 minutes of play,
Trinity had already secured a winagain at 58-58.
ning lead. Vassar was kept away
In the second overtime Trinity
from the basket by the Bants' agoutscored the Lord Jeffs by one
gressive defense.
basket to take the game 61-59.
With complete team participaTwo days later the Bants beat
rival Wesleyan for the second time tion and consistent play, the Bants
kept up their big lead to the finish.
this season.
by Tina Vigilucci
Sports Staff Writer

photo by Pamela Pacelli

Sara Mayo drives to the basket in the Wesleyan game.

Hockey Defeats Wesleyan
by Marc Esterraan
Senior Sports Staff
With the Division III ECAC
playoffs only a week away, the
Bantam varsity skaters reeled off
three wins last week, continuing
their fine play over the stretch run
of the season.
Trinity has now won four in a
row and six out of its last seven
contests as it looks to skate into
high gear for : post-season play,
which begins on March 2.
The Bants began their recent
surge with a 3-1 victory over the
rival Wesleyan Cardinals. The
Wesleyan game presented two
teams with contrasting styles. The
Cards generally try to intimidate
their opposition and play a chippy,
physical style of hockey.
Trinity, which prefers to rely on
its strong defense and goaltending, plays cautiously and looks to
score off the transition game.
The game lived up to its advanced billing as the Bants played
a solid game and parlayed a 2-0
first period lead into a 3-1 win over
a hot Wesleyan team that had won
seven of its last eight division contests.
The Bants were able to contain
Wesleyan's top-scoring line of John
Bras, Ted Galo, and A.J. Salerno
by denying the neutral zone and
slowing down the Cards' momentum.
The Bants, who outshot their rivals 34-24, received goals from
Vern Meyer, Chris Lorenz, and
Mike Sload.
After bussing it up to New
Hampshire for a road game against
another divisional opponent, the
Bants opened up like an uncaged
lion and scored four unanswered
goals in the first period.
Sload, the Bants leading goal
scorer, added a four-point game to
pace the Bants' 6-3 win over 11-11
New Hampshire and keep Trin unbeaten against division foes on the
road this year.
In the words of Bant head coach
John Durham, "We dodged a bul-

let" against Conn College, The
Bants took a 4-1 lead with them
into the third only to blow it and
pull a 5-4 overtime win out of the
fire.
Brett Wolman, Meyer and Sload
scored on breakaways in the first
period and Peter Worthing added
one in the second to build the 4-1
lead. But Trin gave up three goals
in the final 20 minutes to force
overtime.
Sload, who has such a good sense
for the net, won it for Trinity at
the six-minute mark. He took a
face-off deep in the Conn College
end, won it to himself, shot, and

then scored on his own rebound to
save face for Trin. It was Sload's
19th.
"We played badly in the third
period and in overtime, "said Dunham. "Only a great individual play
by Sload and the goaltending of
Fitzgerald won it for us. Maybe
after all those years of one goal
losses, we've finally learned how
to win a few for ourselves."
That's the mark of a good hockey
team — the ability to win one-goal
games. And the Bants, now 15-2
in Division III and 15-5 overall,
have shown that they're a good
team this year.

HOME EVENTS
SSSS8D

Tuesday:
Women's
Saturday:
Men's Bask
Hockey 2:0

117:
'fyis*'^

8:00
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PORTS
Men's Basketball & Hockey
Selected For Tommies
Fitchburg State (#6); and Curry
(#7) will visit Iona (#2).
"The selection committee had a
tough decision," noted Trinity
coach John Dunham. "I think that
Trinity's successful hockey and
among the top teams we had
men's basketball teams were rebeaten more good teams."
warded Monday, as both received
bids to their respective ECAC
In the regular season Trinity detournaments.
feated Iona, Assumption and Framingham while spliting two games
The hockey team was seeded
with Amherst.
first and will skate against Framingham State in the first round.
The men's basketball team (15Trinity pasted Framingham 9-0
6), defending ECAC champions,
earlier in the year.
was seeded second behind Colby
The game will be played at the (22-2). The Bantams lost to Colby
by one point during the regular
Kingswood-Oxford rink in West
Hartford, Trinity's home ice, on season.
Saturday at 2:00pm.
Trinity will host seventh seed
Western Connecticut in the first
That ice, however, will be torn
round. The game is scheduled for
up following Saturday's game and
Saturday at 8:00pm.
any subsequent Bantam home
games will be played at a site to be
If the Bantams get past Western
determined
they would host the winner of the
Framingham State (17-8, seeded
In other first round matches,
#3) vs Conn College (14-6, seeded
fifth seed Assumption will travel
#6) game on Wednesday evening.
to Amherst (#4); SMU (#3) will host
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor

The finals are scheduled for Saturday, March 9th at the home
court of the highest remaining
seed. The Bantams would only play
on the road if they were to face
Colby in the finals.
"Without a doubt we are pleased
to be the second seed," said Trinity coach Stan Ogrodnik. "We
were hoping that they would consider the strength of our schedule
and it appears that they did."
The selection of Western was a
mild surprise. The Danbury school
is not one of New England's traditional basketball powers.
The Colonials, under first-year
coach John Welch, have succeeded
this season playing a deliberate,
ball-control style of basketball.
Queens College used that style to
hand Trinity their most recent defeat.
"It's a tough style to play
against," noted Ogrodnik. "This is
a dangerous game because they'll

Basketball Tourney
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be excited to have a shot at the
second seed."
In the top half of the draw, Colby
takes on Wesleyan (13-8, seeded
#8) and Tufts (14-8, seeded #4)
hosts cross-town rival UMass-Boston (16-9, seeded #5).
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These pairings set up a possible
rematch between Tufts and Colby.
The Jumbos defeated Colby in the
opening game of the season, but
the White Mules went on to win 22
straight games before losing their
season finale at Bowdoin, 80-79.

Men's Hoop Primed
For ECAC Tourney
ular season, the Bantams showed
both the kind of play that will
guarantee them an early exit from
the playoffs and the kind of play
that could earn them a rematch
Nothing is more important in
with Colby in the finals.
college basketball than peaking for
On Monday, the Bantams sleepthe post-season tournament. Exwalked their way through a 55-51
panded playoff fields have shifted
loss at Queens College. The year
the emphasis from making the
before, Trinity -defeated Queens
tournament to entering the tour100-62.
ney in the right frame of mind.
"From the outset of that game
Trinity's men's basketball team
guaranteed itself a spot in the we knew we were the better
team," said freshman shooting
eight-team ECAC tournament by
guard Mark Langmead. "It (the
winning nine of ten in the middle
of the season. The Bants' bid for loss) made us realize that you have
to have intensity and concentrathe number one seed and the home
tion to win."
court advantage for all playoff
games fell one point short at Colby.
Trinity responded with two
strong performances in defeating
All that was left was to work for
Amherst (83-60) and Westfield
the second seed and try and preState (95-69) at home. The Bants
pare for the pressure of tournashowed more balance on offense,
ment play.
spreading the scoring around
"We didn't really talk about
rather than .relying on junior forseeding," noted Trinity coach Stan
ward Ken Abere,
Ogrodnik. "We did talk about the
kind of play we'll need in the tour"We hope that that (the balney."
In the final Ml week of the reg- continued on page 14
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor

Women's Squash Beats
Brown And Amherst
tler ran out of energy by the fourth
game giving Castle the win 15-7,915,15-11,15-7.
At number two, Pierce went.to
five games against Brown's senior
A mentally and physically tough
captain
Jennifer
Meagher.
women's squash team finished its
Meagher hits the ball so hard that
last full week of play by crushing
you might think the ball is going
Brown 7-0 and Amherst 6-1. The
to go through the wall, but Pierce
wins were of special significance
did a good job playing off that
because they followed a disheartpower and running down Meaghening 6-1 loss at Princeton.
er's shots.
The 7-0 score against Brown is
deceiving — only two of the seven
Kathy Klein had 'a very long and.
matches were clear-cut victories.
competitive five game match
against former Choate teammate
Erika LaCerda was the first
and friend Eva Simpson.
player off the court as she demolished Lexi Hazen 15-8,15-7,15-8.
"It's really hard to play against
"The courts were really, hot so I
a friend in such a tough, match,"
just concentrated on hitting the
said Klein.
ball low and hard," said LaCerda
Klein and Simpson traded
after the match.
games, with third and fourth
Tri-captain Laura Higgs overgames going to tiebreakers. By the
whelmed Brown's Jennifer O'Sulfifth game, however, Klein was
livan in three straight games,
able to dominate the play.
giving up no more than ten points
"The big difference was that I
1
in each game.
finally woke up and took control of
Those were the easy matches
the match," noted Klein.
though; the rest of the Bantams
Natalie Perkins and Icy Hanley
had much closer matches that
both had close matches, but once
could have gone to Brown.
again, Bantam determination
Trinity's number one Kat Castle
proved unbeatable. Perkins faced
faced Sue Cutler, who beat Ellie
Pierce in the Howe Cup. Yet Cu- continued on page 14
by Julia McLaughlin

Sports Editor

Tom FitzGerald shoots on the run as Westfield's Levon Freeman looks back.
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Joe Adam GrabsNEWrestling Crown
by Gabe Harris
Senior Sports Staff
Several Trinity wrestlers did
well in last weekends New England Division III Wrestling Championship, most notably Nick
Veronis and fifth place finisher
Mark Weiland, but the story of this
tournament was undoubtedly team
captain Joe Adam.
The 177-pound junior went into
the tournament seeded third. After
two relatively easy wins Adam
squared off against Jeff Tompkins
of WNEC, last year's runner up.
The match see-sawed back and

forth throughout, until with only
five second left, Adam found himself on top of his opponent but behind in the match 10-9.
Then, just as the buzzer sounded,
the referee whistled Tompkins for
stalling, awarding Adam a penalty
point and sending the match into
overtime. Adam took control of his
wearier opponent and won the
three minute overtime 4-2.
Things didn't get any easier on
Saturday as Adam took on defending champion Tom Hickey of Coast
Guard in the first finals. Adam
avenged a regular season loss,
coming from behind to beat Hickey
6-5.

Adam had just one more match
to become champion, but had to
await the results of several wrestle-offs to see who his opponent
would be.
Due to the double-elimination
format of the tournament, Hickey
was able to work his way back into
the second finals.
The crowd was favoring the underdog Adam as the wrestlers battled to a 4-4 tie going into the
second period.
Adam, who was on top, went to
his bread-and-butter move, the
cradle, and pinned Hickey with
0:17 remaining in the period.

